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NLeSC has managed, and continued to develop, a project
portfolio currently consisting of over 20 distinct initiatives
which will continue to expand in 2014. The projects are
all demand-driven, involve multidisciplinary, data and
compute intensive research and concern the development
of new and innovative eScience methodologies, techniques
and instruments (pages 16-41).

stacks, and life-cycle management, knowledge of which
will be required in all modern research groups. For example,
The Square Kilometer Array (SKA) project is a radio
telescope in development in Australia and South Africa.
Processing the signals collected by the SKA will be one of
the major eScience challenges of the future. The recent
announcement of NLeSC joining the DOME consortium,
an organization that will carry out fundamental research
into technologies needed to develop the SKA, with partners
such as ASTRON and IBM, will allow us to apply insights
arising from this major eScience defining project to other
domains (pages 14-15). We will look to apply methods
developed in this project in many domains where large sets
of sensory data are present such as water management,
life sciences, climate modeling and social sciences.
During the summer, the NLeSC management team
internally reviewed the first generation of NLeSC
collaborative projects and concluded that they are clearly
delivering new science as promised as well as sustainable
technological advancements. The eScience engineers are
contributing significantly to these collaborative projects
and the team continues to grow and develop, as does our
network of national, international and industrial partners
(pages 52-53 and pages 68-69). The new projects launched
in 2012 and 2013 are already demonstrating the potential
to deliver the same quality science and technology as the
first round of projects.

Software applications and protocols are the ubiquitous
scientific instruments of modern research and play a
critical role in data-driven science. These instruments (like
any scientific instrument) need to be efficient, calibrated,
reliable and accessible, and are dependent on excellent
standards of data stewardship and software sustainability.
Our participation in the development of the Data Fairport
concept (pages 56-59) reflects this belief.

November saw the first formal external review of the center,
providing us a good opportunity to consider our initial
achievements and ensure NLeSC remains fit for purpose
for the future. I am very proud indeed that the review was
very positive about the quality of our collaborations, the
eScience model and our projects singled out for particular
praise. The review also suggested some areas on which
to focus additional attention which we will certainly do in
2014 and beyond.

The growing need for eScience instruments, and
the science they will facilitate, provides incredible
opportunities for the eScience domain, with the
potential to transform current scientific practice, and to
significantly accelerate the process of demand driven
scientific discovery. As data-driven and compute intensive
approaches increasingly impact all scientific disciplines,
there is also a need to develop and share techniques in
areas such as meta-data standards, code quality, software

In addition to a number of recent colloquia, workshops
and think-tanks throughout 2013, NLeSC hosted the first
National eScience Symposium (pages 60-61). Interest in
the event was remarkable with over 300 people registered.
The meeting, held at the Rosarium in Amsterdam, was
jointly keynoted by Prof. Peter Coveney (pages 6-7) and
Prof. Piek Vossen (pages 8-9) and proved to be an exciting
and informative event.
>>
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mid term review

Netherlands
eScience Center
Mid-Term Review

Above all,
the center will continue
to function as a network
organization dependent
on Dutch academia,
commercial partners and
potential collaborators
across Europe.

After little over two years, the Netherlands eScience
Center was externally reviewed for the first time in
November 2013. The review focused on: the Quality of the
eScience Portfolio, the Value added premise, the Visibility
and Network, and the Sustainability of the center. Three
central questions were considered:

>>
As we look forward, the Netherlands eScience Center
has the ambition to become one of the leading eScience
institutes and has a unique task to enable scientific
breakthroughs via data-driven and compute-intensive
approaches. These goals will be achieved by the
center balancing the twin goals of enabling worldclass application of eScience in mature domains and
accelerating early development of eScience in all other
domains. This will require us to continue to develop
innovative approaches to fund and participate in multidisciplinary and demand-driven projects with the
dual target of contributing to scientific breakthroughs
and contributing eScience instruments to the rapidly
developing national e-infrastructure and international
eScience landscape.

> Is NLeSC doing the right things
content wise?
> Are the activities of the center of
added value and is this the right
model to achieve its goals in
The Netherlands?
> In which way can eScience
research and coordination best
be implemented and
governed in the (near) future?

Dr. René van Schaik

Photography: Martijn van Dam

The goal of the review was to obtain a comprehensive
picture of NLeSC’s activities. The review also delivered an
opinion on NLeSC’s effectualness, based on the results
obtained during the first two years. Furthermore, the
evaluation identified areas to be addressed by NLeSC
in the future.

The long-term success of the center requires collaborative
projects with academic partners to deliver scientific
breakthroughs, which should be a shared goal. However,
whilst the academic partners should focus on defining
the scientific question, NLeSC should focus on designing
technical solutions. To ensure this differentiation, the
center will focus on functions and activities outside the
primary focus of the universities, such as developing
production strength applications and ensuring the transfer
of techniques between scientific disciplines. Above all, the
center will continue to function as a network organization
dependent on Dutch academia, commercial partners
and potential collaborators across Europe and beyond,
recognizing NLeSC as a close collaborator and not a
competitor. This is of particular importance in 2014 as we
look to build collaborations with Horizon2020 in mind.
René van Schaik
Acting CEO at Netherlands eScience Center
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The review was performed by an independent international
committee consisting of experts in the field of computer
science, management of organizations, eScience policy,
and disciplines that make use of eScience:
- Drs. Jan de Jeu (Chair), Vice President Board of the
University of Groningen
- Prof. Wolfgang Gentzsch, Co-Founder of TheUberCloud
and Chairman of the ISC Cloud Conference for HPC &
Big Data in the Cloud
- Prof. Eduard Hovy, Language Technology Institute,
Carnegie Mellon University
- Dr. Glenn Ricart, Board Member and Secretary of The
Public Interest Registry

-

Prof. Milan Petkovic, Department of Mathematics and
Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology
Prof. Anne Trefethen, Director of the Oxford e-Research
Centre, University of Oxford
Prof. Manfred Thaller, Institute of Historical and
Cultural Studies Information Processing, University
of Cologne

The findings
Overall, the findings of the evaluation were very positive
with the committee concluding “that the quality of the
participating groups and scientists in the different NLeSC
projects is excellent.” The committee also found that
“After two years considerable progress has been made
with the current projects portfolio”, adding that “it is an
excellent starting point to build upon the coming years.” The
committee paid special praise to the eScience engineers,
stating that “The committee is very positive about the work
of the engineers. The model is innovative and interesting,
and appears to be producing results.” Overall the
committee concluded that it was “positive about the added
value (of NLeSC).” Naturally, the committee also suggested
areas for improvement, including addressing a perceived
“lack of transparency” and the need that “funding decisions
be clearer.”
The boards reaction
The NLeSC board, who appointed the evaluation
committee, received the final report in December
and stated that is was “very pleased with the positive
outcome of the evaluation” and summarized the review
as “The quality of the NLeSC-projects and their results
are rated as excellent. The committee was unanimously
positive about NLeSC as a whole and concluded that the
center definitely has added value to the Dutch scientific
landscape. The board recognizes and welcomes this
conclusion. It notes that the Netherlands eScience Center
has taken up a pioneering role from its onset, under the
joint responsibility for NLeSC of NWO and SURF. This
approach is being innovative and beneficial. The board will
continue to encourage and support NLeSC to proceed with
its pioneering work enabling data and computational
intensive science.”

interview
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A Trinity of
Hardware,
Software, and
People
Prof. Peter Coveney - University College London
Peter Coveney is a physical chemist and the director
of the Centre for Computational Science at University
College London. He keynoted at NLeSC’s first national
eScience symposium in Amsterdam.
When Scott Lusher, the host of the first national eScience
symposium, heard a speech by Peter Coveney two years
ago he thought: “Wow, this is exactly the message we want
to bring to the Netherlands. It’s about bridging the gap
between IT and science. Peter personifies eScience.”
Peter Coveney works at the interface of science and
computing. He graduated in chemistry at Oxford, which
is also where he read for his PhD. After having worked as
a senior scientist at Schlumberger Cambridge Research,
he moved to University College London in 1999, where he
is now director of the Centre for Computational Science.
Coveney: “I always want to integrate computing and
e-infrastructure. For me, there is no sense in building
e-infrastructures that don’t interoperate.”
This is an exciting era for science and computing. It is the
age of data. The World Economic Forum recently called
data a new form of currency. Just look at Facebook, Google
and Twitter: they all use data to make money. But Big Data
is not just about big volumes of data. Big-data specialists
usually use the ‘three Vs’ to explain its significance: volume
(dealing with large amounts), variety (combining different
sets of data) and velocity (processing your data in seconds
or minutes instead of years). Others, like René van Schaik,
CEO a.i. of the Netherlands eScience Center, like to add
four more Vs to the definition: veracity (the accuracy of your
data), validity (the relevance of your data), visibility (the
privacy aspects) and value (the cost of your samples).

Prof. Peter Coveney (University College London)

Photography: Martijn van Dam

“You can’t get away with
being an expert in just
one area anymore.”

Old-fashioned chemistry is over
One of the challenges in the era of Big Data lies in what
is known as multiscale modeling, a new way of solving
scientific problems that have important features on
multiple scales. Water serves as a good example. You
cannot describe the behavior of one molecule of H2O and
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then replicate it by 100 billion to describe the behavior of
one droplet. And even if you know how some molecules
behave in nanoseconds, you still don’t know what they
will do in microseconds. Coveney’s Centre uses multiscale
modeling to investigate materials and medicine. One
example is their research on clay-polymer nanocomposites
– materials that could be used in future racing cars and
buildings. Coveney’s group models systems with 4, 32,
256, and even 2048 clay sheets embedded in a sea of
synthetic polymers. The researchers study 10 to 100
million atoms over periods ranging from nanoseconds
up to microseconds. Coveney: “In such a forward-looking
field as this, you can only make advances if you know both
materials science and computer science. You can’t get
away with being an expert in just one area anymore. Oldfashioned chemistry cooking is over.”

Users in the driver’s seat
In his keynote address, Coveney sketched the British
situation. In the first decade of the 21st century, the UK had
a national e-Science centre in Edinburgh, but when the
money ran out, the centre had to close down. In the past
two years, the British government has allocated more
than EUR 400 million to enhancing high-performance
computing, e-infrastructure and Big Data, having
recognized their importance to economic growth. Coveney:
‘That was great. The big challenge for us has been that we
have to spend it all in a limited period.” A second problem
was that the money was earmarked as capital. Coveney:
‘If you buy computers and infrastructure, those are
capital expenditures. But if you use it for training people,
it is classified as debt. The capital nature of the funding
severely restricts what it can be spent on. Supercomputing
is a trinity of hardware, software and people. And people are
the most important element in that trinity. Hardware needs
to be refreshed every 3 years, software has to be renewed
every 15 years, but people last a lifetime.”

“The eScience era is not going to
go away. It is only getting bigger
and bigger.”
Does Coveney have any tips for the Netherlands in general
and for IT researchers in particular? ‘First, it is good that
your eScience Center is investing in people as well as kit.
Second, try to spread your funding because in some periods
there is more money from Europe and in other periods
it comes from you own country. And third, we should all
recognize that the eScience era is not going to go away. It is
only getting bigger and bigger.
Text: David Redeker - Article appeared in I/O Magazine / December 2013

interview

Prof. Piek Vossen - VU University Amsterdam
He was actually a science student, but he chose
humanities where he rediscovered the fascination for
science in the field of ‘computational lexicology’. This is
not a usual combination and so Vossen regularly acts
as a connector between computational scientists and
linguists. “It often does take a while before those parties
speak each other’s language. We are both a technical as
well as a conceptual intermediary in this.

Two million messages a day

written.” Coupled to more perceptual interpretation, this
eventually has to lead to a much more “holistic approach,”
says Vossen. “Recording, interpreting, and eventually
communicating, that is how software should develop. It is
difficult to record that ambiguity. We are now at 60/70%.
That should be brought to a minimum of 80%.” Vossen, who
worked in industry for years himself to optimize search
engines, knows the science part of his work only too well. “I
have really learned to program there.” Vossen left academia
after a lot of fuss regarding contracts and insecurities.
“I often had to hire myself and fire myself at the end of a
project. At a certain point I had enough of that.”

Inventing new applications
Vossen learned to view his work in a different way when
working for a startup company in the field of search
engines. “In academia artificial experimental applications
are followed very meticulously. Now I worked with real data
and I suddenly did not need to solve certain things, I could
just postpone them. It is just fun to be able to invent
new applications.”

Fathoming language is a process in which Big Data plays
a great part. Vossen not only wants to fathom language
in its entirety, he is indexing financial news for the EU in
Spanish, Italian, English, and Dutch simultaneously in order
to develop a ‘history recorder’. “We would like to discover
systematics in how sources write about certain things.
What opinions there are in texts, what is or is not left out
consciously in texts.”

Piek Vossen returned to VU University Amsterdam as
Professor in 2006. “With the Spinoza* bonus I now have
a period of five years. It is important to decide how to
proceed.” Because that look ahead and that reflecting look
backwards is often lacking in academia, Vossen observes.

“Words we use most often,
have most meanings.”

“Nowadays, an application for a subsidy should have a
social component, otherwise you will not get any money. I
do not need to be reminded of society each time, but I do
notice that this is sometimes necessary. Anyway, there is no
need to enforce this with young researchers as they often
already do this.”

“We work together with the LexisNexis news database.
According to them about two million new messages are
added per working day,” Vossen explains. Therefore, Vossen
and his team require substantial computing power to
be able to process these messages. “Currently we have
submitted an application at SURFsara and the Netherlands
eScience Center. We would like to do ‘what it takes’ to build
such an infrastructure. As far as we are concerned we will
use all possible hours, mental power, and speed available
to achieve this.”

Computer model which
understands language
A history recorder is one part, but eventually Vossen would
like “a computer model that examines texts meticulously
and observes texts in an interpretation-controlled way
to determine from what point of view those texts are
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Room to generate theory

At the same time Vossen emphasizes there should be room
for a broader outlook at universities. “Actually there should
also be subsidies for generating theory. There is nothing
wrong with getting people out of their pigeon holes, but you
also have to stimulate them in other ways.”
“The reflection that we have been working on the last
five years is just so important. It forces you to dwell upon
a question like ‘are we making any progress this way?’
Nowadays that is a difficult point. Young researchers have
to do a lot of publications and in the meantime look for a
new job after their promotion in which they can also use
their ideas.”
Vossen himself does get that space, now that he has
received the highest Dutch award in science. “Now I have

Prof. Piek Vossen (VU University Amsterdam) is a connector
between computational scientists and linguists.

time to expand more on the contemporary information in
language. The linguistic usages we have are much more.
diverse than we actually think. Real language recognition
by computers. I hope we can achieve this in five years time.”
*The Spinoza Prize is an annual award of 2.5 million Euro, to be spent on
new research given by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(NWO). The award is the highest scientific award in the Netherlands.
Text: ScienceGuide

Photography: Martijn van Dam

A Computer
that Really
Understands
Language
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“Recording, interpreting 			
and eventually communicating,
that is how software should
develop.”

interview
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Big Data
Big Accuracy

Three new investments help astronomers in Westerbork
to increase the speed and accuracy of their radio
telescopes. Rob van Nieuwpoort, eScience engineer at
the Netherlands eScience Center: “We are now able to
collect 2,1 terabit of data per second.”
The newly bought receivers will expand the scope of the
Westerbork telescope thirty times. “In Westerbork we
have fourteen separate antennas all collecting data,” Van
Nieuwpoort explains. “We got them in 1970 and in 1999
they were upgraded. Those antennas collect radio waves
and tie them together in a sensor in the middle.”

Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort - Director eScience Technology

These sensors will be upgraded to high-speed cameras.
With this upgrade, the amount of images the receivers
can make will increase from one image per second to tens
of thousands of images per second. Astronomers will be
able to investigate the Universe faster and in more detail.

“With these new
instruments astronomers
will even be able to test
the theory of relativity!”

It’s about huge amounts of data, Van Nieuwpoort
acknowledges. Therefore, as an eScience Engineer he got
involved in the projects at Westerbork. “It’s a beautiful
example of eScience, this multidisciplinary approach.
It’s very fundamental. With all these new instruments
astronomers will be able to test the relativity theory.”

“Astronomers will be able to
investigate the universe faster
and in more detail.”
Technological developments are going so fast that
astronomers can’t follow them on their own. They need
eScience Engineers like Rob van Nieuwpoort. “Together we
are more than the sum of its parts. I’m a computer scientist,
but I work at the interface between disciplines. You have
to be able to speak the language of the astronomers to
help them solve their problems. That’s the added value of
eScience.”

Durable solution
“We want to process this information using software.
Now, this often happens on special hardware. Dutch
radio astronomy is pioneering in this process. The
Low-Frequency Array radio telescope (LOFAR) for
example works with software mostly, but it still has its
own supercomputer.”
A separate supercomputer is very expensive and not very
energy efficient. This is why cheap solutions are sought in
processing large amounts of data. The team led by Joeri
van Leeuwen from the University of Amsterdam consists
of researchers from Astron, Jive, the Netherlands eScience
Center, the VU University Amsterdam and the universities
of Utrecht, Groningen, Leiden, Oxford, and Manchester.
The team has been subsidized by NWO and NOVA for
€1.5 million to help the astronomers find new ways of
collecting data.

Photography: Martijn van Dam

The solution lies in video cards, Van Nieuwpoort explains.
It’s a development started by the designers of these cards
that are also used by fanatic gamers. “We want to establish
a large cluster of these cards to process huge amounts of
data very quickly. We are now able to collect 2,1 terabit data
per second. To illustrate, that’s 61 DVD’s per second.”

Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort
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To the largest radio telescope in the world
The new Apertif Radio Transient System (ARTS) allows
researchers to collect far more data from the Universe than
ever before. “It’s all a step towards the Square Kilometer
Array, the biggest radio telescope in the world. Step by step
we are getting there. It’s a process that will take decades,
but the capacity will increase a factor thousand.”

Astronomy pioneers in Big Data
“Big Data has become a buzz-word, but it is definitely
important. Astronomy is pioneering in this field. Especially
interpreting data and mining data are problems for
computer scientists. Working with video cards as we are
doing in Westerbork now, is a job for which experts are
needed. We try to make this knowledge available for other
disciplines through generic tools. We are working on a
eScience Technology Platform.”
Astronomers are in the frontline of these developments,
but a platform like this will definitely be welcomed by other
disciplines. “We are not state-of-the-art in other disciplines
yet. Big Data is a relative term and differs between
disciplines, but in my opinion in every discipline there has to
be some training in a standard repertoire to work with Big
Data. And I mean every discipline.”
Text: ScienceGuide

interview

Dr. Wynand Alkema - Radboud University Nijmegen &
NIZO Food Research
One of the biggest bottlenecks in scientific research
is: how do you extract the correct information quickly
from the ever growing amount of publications. In food
research, universities, companies, and the Netherlands
eScience Center are working together to find a solution to
this problem.
The Netherlands is the second largest exporter of food
products, after America. This is especially due to the
expertise we have in this area. The scientific information
on food is growing quickly in our country, but also outside
of The Netherlands. Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we could
rapidly search this sea of knowledge, from articles to
patents and blogs, on relevant insights? That is exactly
the goal of Development of Food Ontologies, as the
project leader of this project, Wynand Alkema of Radboud
University Nijmegen and NIZO Food Research, tells
us. We want to be able to make text mining possible in
food research, because the most important information
always appears in the form of text. If we are able to get
a grip on that, we can accelerate the research process
tremendously. What is more, text mining bridges the
boundaries between domains, as a result of which hidden
connections may emerge. This can lead to new export
products for The Netherlands.

“Text mining can bring to
light hidden connections.”
A feeling of saturation
What is needed for text mining? Alkema: “You need a
vocabulary if you want to find the correct terms, but you
do need a structured vocabulary. For, under “milk” should
also be “semi-skimmed milk” and “milk proteins” etc.
Furthermore, synonyms need to become clear. Such a
list is called an “Ontology”. By way of this list we can ask
questions such as ‘What odour component causes a feeling
of saturation?’ Or: ‘What food components influence the
expression of certain genes or the growth of bacterias in
the intestines?’ This is not so easy as it seems. We first
thought: we are going to make a vocabulary and then
everything is going to be fine. But, where do you stop?
Before you know it, you’re dealing with food shortage
or water policy. So you have to start off with a question
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you want to solve: a use case.” For NIZO the choice was
fairly simple. “We are doing a lot of dairy research for our
customers, for instance research into health promoting
substances that are made by dairy bacterias. In order to do
so, you have to combine medical knowledge and knowledge
of dairy products to discover new links. That requires
vocabularies that describe exactly what yoghurt, cheese,
and milk are made of.”

Obesity
Wageningen UR is participating in the project as well and
is building an ontology for recipes that are developed in the
West against obesity. This is also an increasing problem in
Asia. The researchers want to translate appropriate recipes
to the Asian cuisine. Alkema: “Then you are able to view in
databases what ingredients are available in Asia and how
expensive they are. Subsequently, you can offer people a
local recipe. This can be done because of health reasons
but also in a commercial context.”

Moving cubes
How do you build an ontology? Alkema: “Existing food
ontologies are often limited to one specific question. And
there are different formats, from Excel to Word. We have
to convert these. “Moreover, new tools are built within the
project to fill ontologies with the correct terms in the most
efficient way. For instance, you can log the search behaviour
of an expert. In this way you can discover synonyms and
related concepts. Or you can build an interface in which
the expert only needs to move cubes together: what goes
with what?” But experience is also important, emphasizes
Alkema. “Someone who has done it before, knows how to
deal with an ontology, what the pitfalls are. Then it goes
pretty fast. Sometimes you are finished within a month if
the right experts are available.”

British Library
Besides a good ontology, the appropriate software is of vital
importance. In this case this is Copub. Initially developed for
pharmaceutical research, Copub has been much improved
by the Netherlands eScience Center. It is now twenty times
faster and offers far better opportunities for analysis and
presentation of search results. Alkema: “The software and
ontology we are developing in this project will be available
free of charge. Copub is already being used by various organisations such as NIZO, the University of Maastricht and
seed company Rijk Zwaan. This number seems to grow fast,
also far outside the current research area. Two months ago,
for instance, we received a request if Copub can be used
to search through the British Library collection for connec-

Photography: Scott Lusher

Knowledge
Mapping
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Dr. Wynand Alkema (Radboud University
Nijmegen & NIZO Food Research)

tions between historical persons. This is possible indeed.
And there are many more ideas. Text mining is hot and we
make it much faster and easier.”

Universities and companies working
together
The project Development of Food Ontologies is an example
of a public-private partnership in science. VU University
Amsterdam, Wageningen UR and Radboud University
are working together in this project with food research
companies NIZO and FBR and with the Netherlands
eScience Center, which also makes the project financially
possible. Project leader Wynand Alkema is enthusiastic

about the intensive cooperation: “In this way you are
absolutely sure that scientific research will yield truly
usable results.”
Original Text: Aad van de Wijngaart
Translation: Marieke van der Meer

interview

Dr. René van Schaik - CEO a.i. Netherlands
eScience Center

The Netherlands eScience Center is
one of the four new members of the
DOME Users Platform. What are the
main reasons for NLeSC to take an
active part in the DOME project?
“eScience stands for enhanced science”, René van Schaik
explains. “By definition, it requires the implementation
of innovative and sophisticated computer technology
to enable data-driven and compute-intensive research.
Our mission is to enable scientific breakthroughs via
collaborations with scientific research groups. Not to do
computer science research. We bridge the gap between
scientific domains and academic and commercial
research. This is why we will always co-operate with a
wide range of partners, each of them with its own specific
knowledge base.”
“We look at the field of Astronomy as being a path-finder
in the domain of eScience. Astronomers have been dealing
with the challenges of Big Data longer than almost any
discipline and long before the term entered the common
lexicon. This initiative is crucial to us as SKA is expected
to be a major driving force for developments in the field of
eScience. Just like the CERN Large Hadron Collider and
LOFAR, we expect the SKA to raise new e-Infrastructure
questions and generate all kinds of interesting
technologies and knowledge.”
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to the essential development of a very fast filter to
remove radio frequency interference. The extensive code
optimization techniques developed while working on the
Pulsar pipeline are now also being applied to climate
and water management projects. On the other hand,
visualization technology developed for climate research
has also helped in the evaluation of the performance of
the radio frequency interference filter. We highly value
these links. Apart from that, the Users Platform is a great
opportunity for us to meet new players in the international
SKA context. So there are both scientific and economic
advantages to joining this platform.”

On 15 January 2014 the Netherlands eScience Center
signed the DOME Users Platform Collaboration Agreement
with IBM and ASTRON. The goal of the DOME project is to
develop advanced technologies for handling the massive
amount of data that will be produced by the Square
Kilometer Array (SKA).
In 2016 construction of the Square Kilometer Array (SKA)
will begin. SKA will be one of the most ambitious science
projects ever undertaken; it is an international effort to
build the world’s largest and most sensitive radio telescope,
which is to be located in Southern Africa and Australia to
help better understand the history of the universe. The
project constitutes the ultimate Big Data challenge and
scientists must produce major advances in computing to
deal with it. The impact of those advances will be felt far
beyond the SKA project—helping to usher in a new era of
computing, which IBM calls the era of cognitive systems.
When the SKA is completed, it will collect Big Data from
deep space containing information dating back to the Big
Bang more than 13 billion years ago. The aperture arrays
and dishes of the SKA will produce 10 times the global
internet traffic, but the power to process all of this data as
it is collected far exceeds the capabilities of the current
state-of-the-art technology.

“As a broadly oriented eScience center, our main objective
in joining the DOME Users Platform is to apply insights
arising from DOME research to other domains and vice
versa. We will look to apply methods developed in this
project in many domains where large sets of sensory data
are present. Just think of water management, life sciences,
climate modeling and social sciences.”

As part of the global effort to solve this unprecedented
challenge ASTRON and IBM launched a public-private
partnership called DOME, to develop a fundamental IT
roadmap for the SKA. The collaboration includes a user
platform where organizations from around the world can
jointly investigate emerging technologies in high-performance,
energy-efficient computing, nanophotonics, and data
streaming. NLeSC is now a user platform partner in DOME.

“Rob van Nieuwpoort, our director of eScience technology,
spends one day a week at ASTRON in Dwingeloo. That’s
where the domain expertise is, that’s where he can get
a good view of the actual questions at hand. We want to
deliver technology that solves actual problems. In the
search for pulsars, for instance, we have been contributing

NLeSC will primarily focus on the design, implementation,
and evaluation of real-time RFI mitigation (Rob van
Nieuwpoort). Scientists from all organizations will collaborate remotely and at the newly established ASTRON
& IBM Center for Exascale Technology in Drenthe,
the Netherlands.

“We love
unexpected
cross links.”

A widefield image showing the SKA Australia Survey Telescopes.
These will augment the low frequency aperture array in the
Australian Murchison region, and will give the SKA a high speed
survey capability unprecedented in the field of radio astronomy.

Illustration: SKA Organization

eScience in
an Exascale
Universe
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The Netherlands eScience Center has an
annual budget of €5.4M and collaborates
with scientific research groups from
both academia and industry to conduct
funded projects, balancing short-term
eScience results and the development
of a longer-term eScience strategy. The
center focuses on multi-disciplinary
research collaboration and the clever
and innovative combination of eScience
methods that can be used across various
disciplines. We aim to achieve crossfertilization between disciplines and
between science/scholarship and ICT,
and to become a coherent long-term,
cost-effective eScience environment for
sciences and humanities.

Each project, resulting from a variety
of different funding calls, is supported
to the value of €500K and includes the
deployment of an eScience engineer.
Project proposals are prioritized by
NLeSC’s scientific advisory committee
and finally sanctioned by NLeSC’s board
of directors.
The projects involve multi-disciplinary,
data-intensive research and concern
the development of new and innovative
eScience methodologies, techniques, and
tools. The tools should have potential for
broad application/deployment and align
with the key NLeSC scientific themes.
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Enabling
Smarter
Cities
Project:
Summer in the City: Forecasting and
Mapping Human Thermal Comfort in
Urban Areas
Project leader
Prof. Bert Holtslag, Wageningen University

eScience engineer
Dr. Jisk Attema

Website
www.met.wau.nl/summerinthecity

Partner
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Urban weather is different than in the countryside.
Cities experience a so-called urban heat island effect
and are typically warmer than their surroundings. Also,
cities experience two parallel developments: increased
urbanization and an enhanced frequency of warm
episodes due to the changing global climate. These
developments may increase human health risks. For
example, the 2003 European heat wave led to a health
crisis in several European countries and 70.000 heatrelated deaths. The situation is especially worrying for
vulnerable groups, such as the elderly and people with
health issues, but affects the work productivity and
well-being of us all. If we want to keep life in the city
comfortable in the future, a better understanding of
urban weather and climate is essential.
Summer in the City develops a novel prototype hourly
forecasting system for human thermal comfort in urban
areas on street level (~ 100 m scale). The forecasting
system can be exploited by weather and health agencies
for urban weather forecasting and heat wave warnings.
More knowledge will be gained on the spatial variability of
microclimates within cities, which can assist governmental
agencies in decision making processes concerning public

People escape the heat of the city on
a hot summer day in Amsterdam
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health and the environment. It will lead, for example, to
a better understanding of the impact that planting trees
would have on a specific microclimate.
This project involves the processing and creation of large
data sets of urban physical properties. These data sets
come from a variety of sources like aerial photos and
Lidar measurements (a remote sensing method that can
generate precise, three-dimensional information about
the shape of the Earth and its surface characteristics),
cadastral maps, and satellite imagery and will be combined
in new and innovative ways.

Forecasting urban weather and
human thermal comfort on
street level.
The forecasting of thermal human comfort requires
simulations on very high spatial and temporal scales,
posing both a meteorological and an eScience challenge.
Observational data to validate the weather forecasts at
street level are based on a network of weather stations
in two cities: Wageningen and Amsterdam. This network
has a fine spatial detail compared to other networks in

the research field and allows for an evaluation of the
forecasted temperature and humidity. Bike traverse
measurements of temperature, humidity, wind speed, and
radiation are taken regularly. These observations resolve
a high degree of spatial detail in urban weather and
contribute to an understanding of urban climate.

Making urban weather forecasts at
street level available on a website
or a smartphone app.
Next to the proposed research, dissemination of results via
the Internet and social media will be explored. Forecasting
human thermal comfort on street level is novel and will be
of added value for public health and society in general.
The first step is to process the urban morphological data
into parameters relevant to the weather forecasting model.
The mesoscale meteorological model WRF (Weather
Research and Forecasting) can then produce fine spatial
scale weather forecasts. These forecasts are downscaled
to the street scale using knowledge of the available geoinformation. Truly a Big Data challenge.

Photography: Anneke van Beek
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Project:
SPuDisc: Searching Public Discourse
Project leader
Prof. Maarten de Rijke, University of Amsterdam

eScience engineer
Drs. Lars Buitinck

Research into our culture is about understanding
conversations and debates as forms of public discourse.
New ways of studying culture are inspired by the
availability of massive digital collections: growing
repositories of old (for example centuries worth of
newspapers, radio, and television archives) and new
media (for example blogs, twitter streams, and discussion
forums). Scholars studying culture are beginning to
engage with data-intensive research methods. Digital
humanities, computational humanities, e-humanities –
no matter what label is being used, we are observing a
dramatic shift from data-poor to data-intensive research,
a shift that generates unique challenges for today’s
search and text mining technology.
How can we support a data-intensive research cycle in
cultural studies? Building on existing open source tooling,
the project will follow an iterative, task-based approach to
creating key search, analysis, and visualization solutions
for studying public discourses within a humanities context.
The development will be guided by three complementary
use cases. In one, public discourse is driven by a mixture of
scientific notions and notions of the good life, in the second
by differences in experience and valuation of films, and in
the third by social issues related to law and order.

Dedicated environments
for exploratory search and
contextualization.
Use case 1 focuses on genetics and eugenics. This
discourse involves the changing significance attached to
nature over nurture, and the collective, yet varying images
of “the good life”. The use case deserves analysis in terms
of continuities and discontinuities. We focus on the early
twentieth century, when the main polarities of this debate
were articulated, and the early twenty-first century, when
discussions on medical genetics are overshadowed by the
“specter of eugenics,” the fear that genetics will lead to
control over sexual reproduction.
Use case 2 is based on the fact that film titles can provoke
different emotions in viewers depending on preferences,
past experiences, and values. In public discussions people
use the emotions they had when viewing to argue a film’s
value. In analyzing the discussions on forums and in
reviews we discern a variety and variability over time and
relations with valuations may result in rich and possibly
new categorizations of films, genres, and discourse
positions.

Partners
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Use case 3 focuses on drugs, drug trafficking and drug
users in the early twentieth century and early twenty-first
century. In both eras the public view on drugs alternates
between medical and social aspects. SPuDisc will allow

Photography: Erik Tjallinks

Bringing
Advanced
Computing to
the Humanities
and Social
Sciences

20

Centuries worth of newspapers are being digitized,
inspiring new ways of studying culture

for associations, longitudinal search and comparisons
that enable researchers to analyze the mechanisms of a
swinging pendulum in public discourse.
The specific developments are centered on the realization
of technologies for normalizing expressions, detecting
semantic shifts in language usage patterns, exploiting
multi-linguality to aid in understanding public discourse
and explicating different perspectives in discussion
around a given issue. The outcomes will be incorporated
in dedicated interfaces for two key phases in humanities
research: exploration and contextualization.

New ways of studying culture
using massive digital collections
such as newspapers, radio and
television archives.

full projects

Interactive
Exploration of
‘What If’
Scenarios
Project:
SIM-CITY: Decision Support for Urban
Social Economic Complexity
Project leader
Prof. Peter M. A. Sloot, University of Amsterdam

eScience engineer
Dr. Elenna R. Dugundji
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Catastrophes on the scale of the 2011 earthquake,
tsunami and nuclear emergency in Japan are thankfully
rare. Over the past few years, however, we have seen
various emergencies of one sort or another that still
have a significant impact on our ability to go about our
daily lives, most notably (urban) flooding and aggressive
epidemics. What if an infectious disease would threaten
to spread throughout the Netherlands (population 17
million) or the dense city of Bangalore (population 10
million)? What would be the effect of various strategies
for containment? The Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004
and the disastrous floods in Uttarakhand in 2013
have provided us with examples that require better
management of resources. In contrast, as was evident in
the case of cyclone Phailin in 2013, planning, preparation
and evacuation mitigated the effects of the disaster.
How would we evacuate slum dwellers in the city of
Bangalore in case of emergency?

23
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Providing support for ‘what if’
simulations to assist city councils in
assessing intervening strategies.
The ultimate goal of this project is to develop theory, datadriven methods, and tools to simulate, understand, and
manage complex, urban, socially interactive systems, with
a focus on crisis management. A prototype distributed
decision support system will be build that will allow for
interactively exploring various scenarios of intervention.

In order to achieve the real-time requirements of such living
simulations it will be necessary to execute large numbers
of complex simulations to evaluate, with statistical
confidence, the various possible control scenarios. This
will necessitate the use of high performance computing
techniques and new methods for rapid parameter
sweeping. SIM-CITY will take data from for instance urban
census data, demographic data, and traffic and logistics
data to distil model parameters and provide support for
‘what if’ simulations to assist the city council in assessing
intervening strategies.

It is crucial to have access to the right data and to have
methods and tools to assess various scenarios of the
possible development and extent of these crisis situations.
The good news is that recent advances in experimental
techniques have opened up new vistas into physical,
biological, and socio-economic processes on many levels
of detail.

Partners

SIM-CITY will study and develop an agent-based
complex network system to interactively explore socioeconomic scenarios that can support decision makers
of large urban areas, notably greater Amsterdam in the
Netherlands and Bangalore in India. The research will
provide a decision support infrastructure for three case
studies – the Relationship between the Urban Poor and
the City in an Increasingly Urbanizing World; Dense City
Infectious Disease Pressure; and Evacuation Strategies in
Case of Emergencies. In the last case study for example,
geographical information system data about the road
network in the city will be collected, along with spatial data
from the different emergency services, and the capabilities
of the emergency services (for example for hospitals:
specialty of the hospital, number of beds, number of
ambulances, etc.). This will then have to be overlaid with
the traffic data we wish to collect through the traffic
authorities in the city.

Traffic jam in India

Photography: Alex Graves

Exploring different scenarios

full projects
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Interactive
Big Data
Visualizations
Project:
Visualization of Big Data
Project leader
Prof. Edwin Valentijn, University of Groningen

Photography: Steve Jurvetson

eScience engineer
Dr. Parisa Noorishad

The hyperwall-2, a scientific visualization system
at the NASA Supercomputing Center

Everyone is talking about Big Data, and for good reason.
Scientists are confronted with more and more data at
an accelerating pace. Turning Big Data into insightful
information remains a challenge. Interacting with a visual
representation of data is a great way to obtain such
insight, and is at the same time a very efficient way to
communicate these insights to a broader public.
Partners

This project will facilitate an eScience setting that
combines systems of interactive visualization and visual
analytics. Extremely large and distributed data sets can be
explored in a collaborative fashion by combining the visual
representation of data with human interaction devices.

A new access method nicknamed
‘query driven visualization’.

One of the difficult parts in the interactive visualization of
Big Data is getting the data into the visualization. The focus
of this project is to stop pushing data into the visualization
and instead start pulling data from the data center. Within
the Target environment very large data sets are handled, with
file systems up to 10 petabyte in size and databases of up to
100 terabyte. For this a paradigm has been developed that
involves ‘extreme data lineage’; full traceability of data items
and their dependencies. On top of this a new access method
has been developed nicknamed ‘query driven visualization’.
These techniques will be combined with novel techniques
from Visual Analytics to integrate human reasoning and
creativity with automated scalable data handling.

This research is required by different disciplines, for
example medical and astronomy projects. Since the
problems addressed are generic, further dissemination is
envisioned for other eScience projects. The developed tools
will be implemented in research and decision environments
on workstations but also in 3D venues such as the 3D
theatre in the Donald Smits Center for Information
Technology and the Infoversum 3D discovery theatre in
Groningen, which is currently under construction. These
implementations will facilitate real time 3D access and
mining tools which can access extremely large datasets,
distributed worldwide, for decision making, scientific
exploration, and dissemination of knowledge.

full projects

Mapping Our
World in 3D
Project:
Massive Point Clouds for eSciences
Project leader:
Prof. Peter van Oosterom, Delft University of Technology

eScience engineer
Oscar Martinez Rubi, Msc
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We are witnessing an increased significance of point
clouds for societal and scientific applications, such
as in smart cities, 3D urban modeling, flood modeling,
dike monitoring, forest mapping, and digital object
preservation in history and art. Modern Big Data
acquisition technologies, such as laser scanning from
airborne, mobile, or static platforms, dense image
matching from photos, or multi-beam echo-sounding,
have the potential to generate point clouds with billions
(or even trillions) of elevation/depth points. One example
is the height map of the Netherlands (the AHN2 dataset,
see: http://www.ahn.nl/open_data), which consists of no
less than 640.000.000.000 height values.

Within this project several novel and innovative eScience
techniques will be developed. Our work will also result
in proposals for new standards to the Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC) and/or the International Organisation for
Standardisation/Technical Committee 211:
1		 Database SQL (Structure Query Language) extension
		 for point clouds, and
2		 Web Point Cloud Services (WPCS) supporting 		
		 progressive transfer of point clouds.

The main problem with these point clouds is that they are
simply too big (several terabytes) to be handled efficiently
by common ICT infrastructures. At this moment researchers
are unable to use this point cloud Big Data to its full
potential because of a lack of tools for data management,
dissemination, processing, and visualization.

The goal is a scalable (more data and users without
architectural change) and generic solution: keep all current
standard object-relational database management system
(DBMS) and integrate with existing spatial vector and
raster data functionality. Core support for point cloud data
types in the DBMS is needed, besides the existing vector

Developing innovative eScience
techniques to make Big Data in the
form of point clouds more usable.

and raster data types. Furthermore, a new and specific
web-services protocol for point cloud data is investigated,
supporting progressive transfer based on multi-resolution.
Based on user requirements analysis a point cloud
benchmark is specified. Oracle, PostgreSQL, MonetDB
and file based solutions are analyzed and compared. After
identifying weaknesses in existing DBMSs, R&D activities
will be conducted in order to realize improved solutions, in
close cooperation with the various DBMS developers. The
non-academic partners in this project (Rijkswaterstaat,
Fugro and Oracle) will deliver their services and expertise
and provide access to data and software (development).

A 3D point cloud render of a
roundabout in the Netherlands

© Fugro

Partners

ongoing projects
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Ongoing Projects
Project

Chemical Informatics for Metabolite
Identification and Biochemical Network
Reconstruction

eScience engineer
Ing. Stefan Verhoeven

Project

Sustainable Infrastructure for Translational
Medical Research (TraIT)

Project Leader
eScience engineer
Dr. Jan-Willem Boiten,
Rita Azevedo, MSc
Center for Translational
Molecular Medicine (CTMM)

Project

The Virtual Laboratory for Plant Breeding

Project Leader
Dr. Bernard de Geus
TTI Green Genetics

Project

Creation of Food Specific Ontologies for
Food Focused Text Mining

Project Leader
Dr. Wynand Alkema
Radboud University
Nijmegen & NIZO
Food Research

Full Projects

Project Leader
Dr. Lars Ridder,
Wageningen University

ongoing projects

eScience engineer
Mateusz Kuzak, MSc

A Deeper Understanding
of Living Systems
Metabolimics improves our understanding of biological systems
and processes at a chemical level. Full exploitation of metabolomics
data is currently limited by the complexity of the datasets
generated within platforms that are difficult to manage by human
experts alone. eScience technology is required to play a crucial
role in mining and interpreting complex metabolomics data. In
this project a computational workflow to improve and accelerate
metabolite identification and biochemical pathway reconstruction in
metabolomics studies.

Translating Medical Discoveries
Into Personalized Health Care
Early diagnosis and personalized treatment will be cornerstones
of future health care. This project has been initiated to enable
researchers in dispersed research centers to combine and jointly
analyze their data, and to accelerate the translation of scientific
discoveries into practical healthcare solutions.

eScience engineer
Dr. Marijn Sanders

Project

Biomarker Boosting through
eScience Infrastructure

Project Leader
Prof. Paul Tiesinga
Radboud University
Nijmegen

eScience engineer
Dr. Elena Ranguelova

Project

Generic eScience Technologies

Project Leader
Prof. Henri Bal
VU University Amsterdam

eScience engineer
Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort

A sustainable IT infrastructure for the Netherlands is being
developed, facilitating the collection, storage, analysis, archiving
and securing of the data generated in research projects.

A Revolutionary Approach to
Plant Research and Breeding
Academic and industrial innovation in the agro-food/green lifesciences domain is revolutionized by genomics-based technologies.
Our understanding of the genetic basis of important plant traits is
radically changing and will lead to completely new approaches in
plant research and breeding.
To effectively utilize these technologies in plant science and plant
breeding, adequate eScience environments for storage, retrieval,
security, analysis, manipulation and use of data are needed.
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Unearthing Hidden Knowledge
Scientific publications contain a wealth of unexplored and
unstructured data. Mining and cross-linking this information with
other sources can provide valuable insight in the physiology of
organisms, explain experimental data or lead to new hypotheses.
In this research project, we are developing structured vocabularies
covering the food domain. These vocabularies will be incorporated
in existing Knowledge Discovery and Knowledge Management and
Text Mining tools to link potentially related research findings.

New Markers for Human Health
Neuroscientists analyze neuroimaging data to find biomarkers
that predict who is at risk for developing an illness. The larger the
sample size, the greater the predictive value of the biomarker.
This can be achieved by combining data sets obtained by different
medical centers.
In this project a reusable platform is build for sharing patient
(subject) imaging data among hospitals to run a common analysis
pipeline. This considerably increases the number of datasets
available for analysis, and therefore greatly improves the statistical
value of the results.

Tools to Exploit the Potential
of Big Data
The world’s largest radio telescopes produce a huge amount of data,
posing big eScience challenges. Areas of potential optimization
include interoperability between existing packages, advanced
processing platforms, distributed user support, extremely large
databases, and streaming processing pipelines.
The results of this project will be extremely important in the
developing of hardware and software for what will be the most
powerful radio telescope ever built: The Square Kilometer Array (SKA).

Project

eSTeP (eScience Technology Platform)

Project Leader
Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort

Methods and Tools for Optimized
Scientific Discovery
The sheer volume and the distributed nature of many data sets
lead to complicated technical problems around data transport
and data-processing. The data also becomes more complex and
heterogeneous, especially when different data sets are combined
from various instruments and databases.
This project addresses several research challenges in computer
science specifically needed to make breakthroughs in datadriven research.

ongoing projects

Project

Beyond the Data-Explosion – eScience
Infrastructure for Huge Interferometric
Datasets

Project Leader
Dr. Marco de Vos
ASTRON

eScience engineer
Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort

Project

BiographyNet: Extracting Relations between
People and Events

Project Leader
Prof. Guus Schreiber
VU University Amsterdam

eScience engineer
Dr. Milena Ivanova
Antske Fokkens, MSc

Project

eSALSA - Predicting Local Sea Level Changes

Project Leader
Prof. Henk Dijkstra
Utrecht University

eScience engineer
Dr. Jason Maassen

Big Data for the Big Bang
The world’s largest radio telescopes produce a huge amount of data,
posing big eScience challenges. Areas of potential optimization
include interoperability between existing packages, advanced
processing platforms, distributed user support, extremely large
databases, and streaming processing pipelines.
The results of this project will be extremely important in the
developing of hardware and software for what will be the most
powerful radio telescope ever built: The Square Kilometer Array (SKA).

eWaterCycle

eScience engineer
Dr. Niels Drost

ongoing projects

Virtual Laboratories for Inspiration
and Discovery in Ecology

Project

eEcology

Project Leader
Prof. Willem Bouten
University of Amsterdam
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eScience engineer
Christiaan Meijer, MSc

The eEcology project bridges the gap between the worlds of ecology
and technology. Traditionally, ecologists are not trained in coping with
the massive amounts of data that result from data sharing, sensor
networks and the incorporation of environmental data into ecological
research. Virtual Labs (VLs) will support scientific (multi-disciplinary)
collaboration by facilitating data access, data integrity and quality
control, data post-processing, data storage and backup, data merging,
data sharing, interactive data visualization, and data analysis.

Unlocking Our Hidden History
The Biography Portal of the Netherlands links more than 75.000
Dutch people mentioned in various databases through a limited set of
metadata. There is a huge potential to enhance historical research by
transforming this available data into a semantic knowledge base and
through the creation of a demonstrator.
This project will help to reveal unknown relations between people and
events by linking data that has mainly been studied in isolation so far.

Understanding the Effects of Climate
Change
There is much uncertainty about the effects of climate change on the
North Atlantic ocean circulation, which affects both sea-level and
temperature in the region.

Path Finding Projects
Project

AMUSE: The Evolution of Embedded Star
Clusters

Project Leader
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart
Leiden University

eScience engineer
Dr. Niels Drost

Project

TwiNL: Analysis of Social Media Messages

Researchers from NLeSC, Delft University of Technology, and Utrecht
University are cooperating to build a high-resolution, realistic model
of the world’s supply of fresh water.
Using this model it will be possible to build a flood early warning
system, predict the effect of unsustainable water supply usage, and
provide support to local governments with vital information in making
decisions on water protection measures.

Insight into the Origin of the Universe
The early evolution of star clusters is one aspect of the formation of
our Universe which is not yet completely understood.
Using the AMUSE Astrophysical environment, a simulation can be
made that mimics the exact circumstances of such a cluster. We
simulate gravity, as well as stellar evolution, and hydrodynamics of
the gas surrounding the new stars.

A Deeper Understanding of Society
The amount of social media data is large, and obtaining specific parts
that are interesting for a certain purpose is not easy.

With a team of experts from ocean modeling, distributed computing, and
visualization the effect of climate change on the North Atlantic ocean
circulation over the next 100 years will be modeled on high-resolution.

Data-Intensive Modeling of the Global
Water Cycle

Project

Project Leader
Prof. Nick van de Giesen
Delft University of
Technology
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Project Leader
Prof. Antal van den Bosch
Radboud University
Nijmegen

eScience engineer
Dr. Erik Tjong Kim Sang

Project

eSiBayes: eScience Infrastructure for Bayesian
Inverse Modeling

Project Leader
Prof. Willem Bouten
University of Amsterdam

eScience engineer
Drs. Jurriaan H. Spaaks

We are developing a centralized service for gathering, storing, and
analyzing Dutch Twitter messages and making available derived
information to a consortium of researchers in communication studies
and language technology in the Netherlands. Interfaces to this data
provide users with a number of analysis tools that can be run on all
content and metadata.

Techniques to Understand Complex
Systems
n parallel with the advancements of computing and information
technologies and growing data availability, concept driven computer
simulation models are becoming ever more complex. To lower the
barrier for potential users of the methodology the eSiBayes (eScience
infrastructure for Bayesian inverse modeling) project aims at the
design, development, implementation and testing of a user friendly
interactive framework for inverse modeling based on Bayesian statistics.

path finding projects

Path Finding
Projects
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In addition to the major projects, the
Netherlands eScience Center has
facility to sponsor smaller eScience
initiatives, referred to as “Path Finding”
projects, which are intended to provide
NLeSC with the opportunity to rapidly
meet short-term scientific challenges,
address immediate technological goals
or investigate the potential to initiate
full projects. Each project receives a
maximum of 50K euro funding or 0.5FTE
eScience engineer support.

Path Finding projects should deliver one
of the following:
> Develop a generic eScience solution, 		
from initiation to roll-out, with potential
utility in a number of areas
> Demonstrate the scientific or technological viability of a novel and 			
challenging eScience approach with
the intention to use this proof-of
concept to support a full project 		
proposal
> Provide previously unforeseen eScience
support to existing NWO or KNAW 		
projects with the expectation that this
input will significantly improve the
scientific output of the project and 		
provide publication opportunities
> The project results should contribute to
the eScience Technology Platform
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Connecting
Disparate
Data Sources
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Project:

ODEX4all
Project leader
Prof. Barend Mons, Leiden University
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In today’s highly interconnected ‘internet age’, research
data is an increasingly valuable resource that should be
available and re-used by as many scientists as possible.
In an ideal world a scientist or a computer would first
assess all existing data sets potentially relevant to a
certain research topic and then decide if any more data
would need to be produced through (often costly and time
consuming) experiments. Effective re-use of research data
would significantly increase the effectiveness of scientific
research while lowering the cost of discovery.
Although this need is now widely recognized, we are
currently far removed from a situation where this is
possible. Data are spread and fragmented over many
different locations and stored in many different formats
making them very difficult to find and assess. The ODEX4all
project aims to provide a first step in enabling the finding,
interconnecting, sharing, and re-use of data starting in
the life sciences by realizing semantic interoperability on
key life sciences datasets creating an infrastructure that
enables advanced levels of Computer-assisted Analytics
and Discovery.
Open Data Exchange for All
ODEX4all (Open Data Exchange for All) addresses the
semantic aspects of the Big Data challenge in the life
sciences. By realizing full interoperability on key public and
proprietary information across ‘red’ (human), ‘green’ (plant),
and ‘white’ (food & nutrition) datasets, advanced levels of
Knowledge Management & Discovery are possible. This will
enable an Open Data Exchange for all interested parties in
the life sciences.
The project has three main objectives:
> Drive new scientific insight in the areas proposed by the
private partners
> Benchmark three different approaches to ‘in silico’ 		
knowledge discovery
> Provide a sustainable semantic infrastructure for data
science connecting the most comprehensive set of public
and selected private data in the life sciences

Partner

The initial project will cover data relevant for the life
sciences, but eventually the technology platform will be
applicable for any scientific area. Combining knowledge
networks and mining techniques that are optimized
for context specific discoveries leads to an important
enhancement of the daily working practice of scientists.
The level of cooperation between academic and private
research groups, technology providers and publishers is
truly unique. The breadth and depth of the consortium
ensures that all the required stakeholders are in place for
an effective eScience approach. Never before has such a
broad cross sector consortium with multiple technology
providers and major publishers been assembled.

path finding projects
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Project:

Modeling
Extreme
Climate Change

Extreme Climate
Change
Project leader
Prof. Henk Dijkstra

wa
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eScience engineer
Dr. Jason Maassen
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There is still much uncertainty about the effects of climate
change on the North Atlantic Ocean circulation, which
affects both sea-level and temperature in the region.
Climate models indicate that the increase in greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere over the next decades may cause
changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
(AMOC, the ocean circulation responsible for the meridional
heat transport).
The AMOC is sensitive to freshwater input into the North
Atlantic Ocean, caused for example by the melting of the
Greenland Ice Sheet. Changes in the AMOC will affect
both surface temperatures over Western Europe and
the Atlantic sea level, the latter having consequences for
regional sea level changes. It has been estimated that a
rapid decrease of the AMOC may lead to a temperature
drop of a few degrees over Western Europe. However, the
regional climate changes due to such an event, as well
as the changes in extreme events, are not well known
due to the relatively low resolution of the climate models
currently used.
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A team of experts from climate modeling, highperformance computing, high-performance networking,
and visualization will perform a `showcase’ extreme highresolution climate simulation (with an atmospheric model
resolution of 50 km and an ocean model resolution of 10
km) in which the Atlantic Ocean Circulation is changed by a
strong freshwater perturbation. The team studies the effect
of the ocean circulation changes on regional (Western
Europe) climate changes and will focus particularly on
changes in (temperature and precipitation) extremes.
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The (22 M) core hours needed to perform the climate
simulations have been obtained on the Hermit Tier-0
platform at HLRS (Stuttgart) through a PRACE project. This
data is transferred by gridftp from the Hermit to the Dutch
national supercomputer Cartesius. Cartesius will analyze
and visualize the data using the software produced within
the Netherlands eScience Center’s eSALSA project.

warm

This project is connected to the Netherlands eScience
Center’s eSALSA project. In the eSALSA project focus is on
the application of novel distributed computing techniques
within a high-resolution ocean model. In the current path
finding project, a climate model (the CESM) is used but
it is run on a single platform (Hermit) without any special
features on distributed computing.
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A Search Engine
to Address
Macro-Historical
Questions
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path finding projects

Project:

Facilitating and
Supporting
Large-Scale Text
Mining in the
field of Digital
Humanities
Project leaders
Prof. Joris van Eijnatten , Utrecht University
Prof. Toine Pieters , Utrecht University
Dr. Jaap Verheul, Utrecht University
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When addressing macro-historical questions, such as the
emergence of transnational reference cultures, cultural
text mining is of crucial importance. The mining of cultural
aspects of entities and events in large textual repositories,
such as the collection of digitized humanities newspapers
provided by the National Library of the Netherlands (KB),
can provide valuable insights. The ‘Translantis: Digital
Humanities Approaches to Reference Cultures’ program
uses text mining technologies to analyze Big Data
repositories of public media. The eScience challenge here
is to develop a tool for cultural text mining that enables
scholars to systematically search very large quantities of
textual data in a reliable and reproducible way.
The Intelligent System Lab Amsterdam (ISLA) has
developed a scalable open source text analysis service,
xTAS, coupled to Elasticsearch, the scalable open source
search and analytics platform, which underlies the
Texcavator application that serves the specific text mining
needs of the Translantis research team. xTAS will be further
developed and future versions will include clustering
concepts and sentiment mining of issues in public debates.
Incorporating regular feedback loops will allow for iterative
refinement of the analysis algorithm and extension of the
current set of features.
This project aims to significantly strengthen the
employment of computational methods in humanities
research. Users working in interdisciplinary teams with the
current tool (Texcavator) will be closely monitored to study
what interface functionalities and features are desired
and needed. The goal is to build a generic tool that enables
fine-grained analysis of large-scale document collections,
and that offers state-of-the-art visualizations to enable
humanities scholars working in multidisciplinary teams to
semi-automatically distinguish long-term patterns in large
news media repositories.
The result will be an innovative text mining tool that is
user-friendly and sustainable. Also, this project will result
in a number of best practices demonstrating ways in
which computational humanities can be integrated into
conventional historical-interpretive approaches and vice
versa. The software developed is open source and will be
available to humanities scholars and social scientists to
deploy in their own research.
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Turning Physical
Realities into
3D Visual
Representations
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Project:

Mapping
the Via
Appia in 3D
Project leader
Maurice de Kleijn, MA, VU University Amsterdam

eScience engineers
Dr. Milena Ivanova
Maarten van Meersbergen, Msc
Drs. Stefan Verhoeven
Oscar Martinez Rubi, Msc
Rens de Hond (SPINlab), MA

Website
bit.ly/1gvhKwp
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The Via Appia was one of the earliest and strategically most
important roads of the Roman world. It connected Rome to
the southeast of Italy, and was referred to by Roman poet
Statius as “the queen of the long roads”. As a consequence
of the Roman custom of cremation and burial outside the
city walls – commonly alongside arterial roads – the most
opulent and prestigious funerary monuments were erected
all along the Via Appia. At the end of the 19th century, the
Via Appia became one of the first archaeological parks in
the world. A romantic landscape full with ruins of funerary
monuments was shaped has been preserved ever since.
The “Mapping the Via Appia” project aims at an inventory
and analysis of the Roman interventions in this suburban
landscape. The research focuses on the fifth and sixth
mile of the Via Appia, supplemented with a research area
that covers the hinterland as far as nearly one kilometre
northeast and about 2,5 kilometres southwest of the
road. Based on the physical remains in combination with
historical sources, archaeologists aim to reconstruct the
functioning of the road in antiquity. The study area contains
more than 2000 archaeological objects directly alongside
the road. The biggest difficulty is that the archaeological
remains are scattered alongside the road and often not in
situ. In trying to interpret these remains, the researchers
document all the objects in the field in high detail (e.g.
decorations, traces of erosion, cuts etc.) However, in order
to query this dataset systematically and to develop 3D
reconstructions, the researchers need a 3D Geographic
Information System. Being able to virtually explore the
area and highlight attributive information given in the
field provides tooling which aids the archaeologists to
reconstruct the road.
The project gives the opportunity to develop a 4D (3D +
time) Geographic Information System for archaeological
purposes. The use of a 4D GIS in archaeology is not
yet widespread. 4D GIS in general is still very much in
development, challenging this project to be progressive and
innovative. The project aims to develop a 4D GIS enabling
archaeologists to analyze complex archaeological sites
and landscapes.
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Partnerships
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In 2013 the Netherlands eScience Center
initiated a new funding instrument to
support the long-term development of
collaborations with domain leaders in areas
generic to multiple eScience applications.
The mission of the Netherlands eScience
Center center is to enable scientific
breakthroughs dependent on data-driven
or compute intensive approaches. As such,
the development of eScience methods
at NLeSC is dependent on technological
solutions resulting from state-of-theart computer science research. Building
strong relationships with the computer
science community is therefore crucial.

Strategic Partnerships also must
strive for:

The main goal of Strategic Partnerships
is to strengthen the development of
proven eScience core technologies, and
to combine these technologies with
direct scientific demand from one or
more research or application areas. The
core technologies provide solutions for at
least one of the four Main Technological
Challenges related to eScience and Big
Data as defined by the Netherlands
eScience Center:

> Quality and track record of the
eScience core technology
> Quality and relevance of the main
research or application domain, and
direct demand
> Alignment with aims and key
technological capabilities and
advances of NLeSC
> Quality and track record of the
project team members

>
>
>
>

In particular, the eSAC will strictly
evaluate the delivery of broadly
applicable eScience tools and
infrastructure, the innovative aspects
of the proposal’s science- or applicationdriven goals, the presence of new
interdisciplinary collaborations, and the
proposal’s potential economic value.
Collaborations between disciplines,
institutes and additional funding sources
for the project proposed were highly
valued. The first partnerships will begin
in early 2014.

Cross-type data integration
Data-driven & multi-model simulations
Visualization & analytics
High performance computing:
connected computers & fast networks

Strategic Partnerships are aligned
with the main strategic goals of the
Netherlands eScience Center, are
based on a long term vision, and show
an intention for long-term committed
collaboration with NLeSC.

> Sustainable software solutions for
the selected core technologies
> Generic, component-based
implementations
> Re-use of (software) solutions in a
broad set of problems in various
research and application domains

Strategic Partnership proposals are
evaluated and ranked by the eScience
Advisory Committee. Evaluation criteria
include:

strategic partnerships
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Strategic partnership:

Empowering
Geo-Spatial
Analytics
with Database
Technology

Big Data Analytics in the
Geo-Spatial Domain
Project leaders
Prof. Martin L. Kersten, CWI
Prof. Henk Scholten, VU University
Amsterdam

eScience engineers
Dr. Romulo Gonçalves
Dr. Milena Ivanova

Digital 3D city models play a crucial role in research
of urban phenomena; they form the basis of flow
simulations (wind streams, water runoff and heat
island effects), urban planning, analysis of underground
formations, etc. Urban scenes consist of large collections
of complex objects which have rich semantic properties,
such as materials and colors. Modeling and storing these
properties indicating the relationships between them is
best handled in a relational database.

Extending state-of-the-art
database technology with
mature tools for geo-spatial
analytics.

Courtesy NASA/JPL-Caltech

Database management systems (DBMSs) are a wellestablished solution when it comes to archiving, filtering,
analysis, and correlation of large data collections. Ability to
perform analysis near data is one of the key requirements
identified by the 4th Paradigm to handle the data deluge.
A single spatial DBMS offers functionality for geo-spatial
modeling and management of semantic properties in one
place, thus avoiding the need for multiple software tools
associated with high volume data transfer and format
transformations.
The provision of spatial and geo-spatial features in
database systems needs to be extended and brought to
maturity to fulfill the requirements of real-world scientific
applications. A class of DBMSs, called column-stores, has
proven efficiency for analytical applications on extremely
large datasets. In fact, all major DBMS vendors have
extended their product spectrum with column-oriented
solutions to address the needs of analytical applications.
The aim of this project is to develop and mature the spatial
features of the column-store open-source MonetDB.
It has established a track record in high-performance
analytical applications and demonstrated its ability to
inject database technology successfully in several science
domains, such as astronomy, remote sensing, seismology,

Partners

and navigation. The technology will be applied to a concrete
use case of the Port of Rotterdam in which a 3D GIS is built
to aid various multi-stakeholder construction projects
where new structures are built in, on top of and around
the existing port (underground) infrastructure. Extending
and modifying the port is challenging as it is home to many
different companies that often cover extensive areas and
manage vast (underground) infrastructures such roads,
pipes and cables. The port thus requires a 3D GIS that
is able to store all harbor assets and analyze existing
assets with future interventions and detect conflicts. The
3D GIS currently being built is aimed at collecting data
from different sources and formats (BIM and GIS) and
converting it to a common format to enable 3D operations
and analyses such as 3D intersections, 3D buffers as well
as simplification and generalization of GIS and (especially)
BIM models for visualization purposes.
The expected project outcome is as follows:
A database extension for storage and indexing of 3D 		
point clouds with properties, that are suitable for
and take advantage of column-oriented internal
data organization
B database extension for storage and indexing of 3D
voxels with properties, that are suitable for and take 		
advantage of column-storage
C the extensions will be evaluated with data and 		
processing requirements of the use case of port
of Rotterdam
The development will rely as much as possible on existing
open-source tools and libraries. The proposed (geo-) spatial
data analytics tools will extend the eScience Technology
Platform (eSTeP) and be offered as an associated
technology available to the NLeSC projects and other
eScience projects in national and international context.

strategic partnerships
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Robust
High-Resolution
Multi-Physics
Simulations

Strategic partnership:

ABC-MUSE: The Generalization
and Optimization of the MultiPurpose Software Environment
Project leader
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart
Leiden University

Partners

The Astrophysical Multipurpose Software Environment
(AMUSE) provides a homogeneous interface to a wide
variety of packages enabling the study of astrophysical
phenomena where complex interactions occur between
different physical domains, such as stellar evolution
and dynamics, (magneto-)hydrodynamics, radiative
transfer, and astrochemistry. Applications are numerous.
For example, AMUSE enables studying the co-evolution
of planetary systems within cluster environments, the
formation and evolution of black holes in galaxies, or
the interplay of gas, radiation, and chemistry in star
formation process.

Photography: Leo Enzlin

The ABC-MUSE project will broaden the scope of AMUSE
and transform it into a public, robust facility with a much
wider functionality than the current implementation aimed
at astrophysics. Utilizing the current AMUSE team in
collaboration with the Netherlands eScience Center provides
a unique opportunity to transform AMUSE to a generalpurpose facility of national and international significance
and kick-start long-term development. Main issues are
algorithmic generalization, diversification of the method,
high-performance computing, data mining, and visualization.

Developing a public, robust,
and generic infrastructure
for advanced multi-physics
simulations.
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The ABC-MUSE system will be applied to problems in the
domain of climate research. Today’s Global Climate Models
(GCMs) are constructed in a very similar way as models in
the domain of astrophysics: GCMs consist of a variety of
compute kernels that are combined to allow for complex
interactions between, among others, separate simulations
of atmosphere, sea, ice, and landmass. Although much
work on GCMs is being performed, the domain of climate
research is in need of a simple homogeneous interface to
enhance the creation and expansion of GCMs.
As an important application we consider the problem of the
strong weakening (collapse) of the Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC) in the Atlantic Ocean. State-of-theart GCMs have indicated that a weakening of the MOC
would lead to a strong cooling of the North Atlantic region.

Constrained by compute power, most GCMs operate at a
horizontal resolution of about one degree for ocean and
sea-ice, and about two degrees for atmosphere and land.
As a result, the ocean component does not resolve many
important oceanic features, including so-called eddies
(vortices with scales ranging from 10-100 km). Recent
research has indicated that high spatial resolution in both
ocean and atmospheric model components does improve
the simulation of many features in the climate system. In
particular, the impact of changes of the Atlantic MOC are
significantly different in eddy-resolving ocean models
compared to models in which eddies are parameterized .
This project aims to achieve high-resolution simulations
that are at the moment not easily realized. To assess the
impact of a severe reduction of the strength of the MOC,
this project aims to run coupled simulations at such high
resolution that ocean eddies are fully resolved. Although
steps in this direction are currently being made in the
NLeSC eSALSA project, part of the simulation development
remains complex and ad hoc, given the fact that the applied
community-developed software is not based on design
principles similar to that of AMUSE. For example, it is
currently very hard to apply fast, specialized GPU kernels.
The use of GPU kernels has been shown to be highly
effective, providing significant speed improvements for full
simulations or – alternatively – allowing for a significant
increase in model resolution. An implementation based on
the design principles of a generalized ABC-MUSE would
provide the necessary flexibility, visualization, and data
mining capabilities.

strategic partnerships
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Strategic partnership:

A Jungle Computing Approach
to Large-Scale Online Forensic
Analysis
Project leader
Prof. Henri Bal, VU University
Amsterdam

Partner

Many scientific and industrial applications are of such
complexity and scale that solutions are obtained only
by using a wide variety of computing hardware – all at
once. This variety can take many forms, ranging from a
single centralized machine consisting of heterogeneous
hardware components (for example multicore CPUs,
GPUs, and FPGAs) to large-scale distributed systems
consisting of combinations of multiple clusters,
grids, and cloud systems (each potentially being selfheterogeneous as well). The concurrent use of such
variety of hardware has spawned a new computing
paradigm: Jungle Computing.

Photography: West Midlands Police

Large-Scale
Computing for
Modern Police
Investigation

The complexity of Jungle Computing Systems has
generated a need for programming tools that simplify
application development and deployment. Above all, such
tools must hide as much as possible the idiosyncrasies of
the underlying hardware. Moreover, such tools must allow
programmers to efficiently integrate multiple compute
kernels each potentially implemented using different
languages or models (for example C, MPI, Python, CUDA),
to easily combine and integrate different types of data
(potentially from different locations), and to easily deal
with dynamic computing needs (software malleability and
scalability) and ad-hoc hardware availability (hardware
malleability and fault-tolerance). This project focuses on
the development of a high quality set of technologies that
adhere to all these requirements.
The project aims to apply Jungle Computing to the
extremely demanding domain of forensic analysis, in
particular by extending and adapting the HANSKEN
platform designed by the Netherlands Forensic Institute
(NFI). HANSKEN is an important aid in modern police
investigation, capable of micro level analysis of digital
traces contained in digital devices such as hard disks
and mobile phones, and generating macro level forensic
views. Important requirements underlying the HANSKEN
platform include: high-performance, full coverage of all
available (possibly distributed) traces, ability to support a

wide variety of trace analysis compute kernels, and direct
access for various types of police investigators. Although
the HANSKEN approach is proven successful (showing
80 times speed improvement over NFI’s current XIRAF
system), the expected growth in data volumes, the need
for multi-tenancy, and the need for deep analysis of
multimedia traces in particular, put further demands on the
HANSKEN platform. This proposal aims to realize a Jungle
Computing enabled version of HANSKEN that adheres to
all these requirements.
clouds

desktop
grids

clusters

grids

mobile
devices

stand a-lone
machines
supercomputers

Driven by the demands of the forensic analysis domain,
expected outcomes of the proposed project include:
> High quality releases of core Jungle Computing
technologies, based on the Ibis system of VU University.
> Optimized GPU implementations for a set of
performance-critical multimedia analysis kernels.
> A generic and flexible interface to analysis tools,
toolsets and/or libraries for specific forensic
analysis domains.
Based on the collaboration between VU University, NFI
and NLeSC, it is expected that forensic digital analysis will
provide faster insights in forensic casework as well as new
links between cases that would otherwise not have been
found (for example cross-trace camera identification).

organization & portfolio
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In addition to the Netherlands eScience
Center’s growing project portfolio the
center has a role to play in developing the
broader Dutch eScience community and
engaging with like minded organizations
across Europe and the world.

This requires NLeSC to undertake
numerous tasks outside the primary
role of funding and contributing to
collaborative projects. These activities
include organizing regular meetings and
symposiums, writing position papers,
and contributing to large collaborative
projects such as DOME and the Data
Fairport. NLeSC also has an increasingly
important role in coordinating the
continued development of data-driven
and compute-intensive research in The
Netherlands.
The following section outlines a number
of these initiatives and responsibilities as
well as the organizational structure that
supports them.
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ASTRON

Delft University
of Technology

- Beyond the Data-Explosion –
eScience Infrastructure for
Huge Interferometric Datasets

- Massive Point Clouds
for eSciences
- eWaterCycle

University of Amsterdam
VU University Amsterdam

organization & portfolio

- SPuDisc: Searching Public Discourse
- SIM-CITY: Decision Support for Urban
Social Economic Complexity
- eEcology
- eSiBayes: eScience Infrastructure for
Bayesian Inverse Modeling

GRONINGEN

CWI
- Big Data Analytics in the
Geo-Spatial Domain

DWINGELOO

- Generic eScience Technologies
- BiographyNet: Extracting Relations
Between People and Events
- Mapping the Via Appia in 3D
- A Jungle Computing Approach to Large-Scale
Online Forensic Analysis

TTI Green Genetics
AMSTERDAM

Wageningen UR
University of Groningen
- Visualization of Big Data

- The Virtual Laboratory for
Plant Breeding

LEIDEN
UTRECHT

- Summer in the City: Forecasting and Mapping
Human Thermal Comfort in Urban Areas
- Chemical Informatics for Metabolite
Identification and Biochemical Network  
Reconstruction

DELFT

GOUDA

WAGENINGEN
NIJMEGEN

Radboud University
Nijmegen

Netherlands eScience Center
- eSTeP (eScience Technology Platform)

- Biomarker Boosting trough
eScience Infrastructure
- TwiNL: Analysis of Social Media Messages
- Creation of Food Specific
Ontologies for Food Focused Text Mining

Utrecht University
- eSALSA – Predicting Local
Sea Level Changes
- Extreme Climate Chang
- Texcavator

EINDHOVEN

Leiden University
CTMM
- Sustainable Infrastructure for
Translational Medical Research (TraIT)

- AMUSE: The Evolution of Embedded
Star Clusters
- ODEX4all
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Upcoming Projects
Project:

PROMIMOOC: Process Mining for
Multi-Objective Online Control

A Generic Platform for ModelBased Online Control of Production
Processes
Partners:

Project leader:
Prof. Thomas Bäck, Leiden University

Project:

ODEX4all: Open Discovery and
Exchange for All

Open Discovery and Exchange of Big
Data in the Life Sciences
Partners:

Project leader:
Prof. Barend Mons, Leiden University
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eScience platform

The Netherlands
eScience Center
and Coordinating
Activities
In 2013 the Netherlands eScience
Center has been involved in setting up
various long-term cooperations. These
include the Special Interest Group for
Visualization (SIG-VIS), the Alliance for
Software Sustainability (AL2IAS2) and
the Platform of Netherlands eScience/
Data Research (ePLAN).
Special Interest Group for
Visualization
This group, built around the SURF
model for Special Interest Groups, but
with NLeSC providing the secretariat,
unites the expertise in the broad
domain of visualization and image
recognition within the public research
sector. The group has formed a kernel
group of active participants, meets
regularly, and organizes meetings
around themes in visualization.
Alliance for Software Sustainability
(AL2IAS2)
This Alliance was formed in the course
of the year to undertake actions
related to the issue of software
sustainability. It involves NLeSC,
MPI, DANS, the KB, SURFsara, 3TU
Datacentrum, and Target, with NWO
and SURF as observers. The first
action of this alliance is to compile
a policy document describing the
issues at hand and formulating an
organizational and financial structure
to cope with the abundance of
software products and tools that arise
from (funded and unfunded) research
projects. The policy document is
planned for the first half of 2014.

ePLAN, The Platform of eScience
& Data Research Groups in The
Netherlands
On 29 October 2013, the present
eScience & data research centers
in the Netherlands joined forces by
acclaiming the existence henceforth
of a PLATFORM, under the name
ePLAN. According to its Terms of
Reference, this platform is to:
- Unite the national efforts of
eScience & data research
groups in order to strengthen
The Netherlands’ position in the
eScience domain
- Form a platform for exchanging
knowledge and expertise in the field
- Address communication about
eScience and the way it is showing
results in all disciplines
- Represent The Netherlands’
eScience scene externally and
internationally in addition to the
individual representations from
the participating members where
applicable
- Support actions towards data
stewardship and software
sustainability
- Take endeavors to stimulate quality
and quality ranking of eScience
publishing means
- Smooth the interaction between its
members
- Coordinate actions towards
improved e-infrastructure
provisioning
- Improve the skills-level of students
and researchers in eScience
techniques and stimulate the
upgrading of the status of eScience
technologists
This list of goals is neither complete
nor exclusive and forms a list of
guidelines for actions to be taken. This
list will be adapted annually to fit the
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needs and insights of the members
of the Platform. The Platform will also
prepare an annual plan for actions to
achieve its goals.
The following organizations are
members of the Platform:
- Netherlands eScience Center
(Amsterdam)
- Target (Groningen)
- Delft University of Technology
- LUMC (Leiden),
Radboud UMC (Nijmegen)
- University of Amsterdam
- Data Science Center Eindhoven
- Leiden Center for Data Research
- Meertens Institute KNAW
- ASTRON (Dwingeloo)
- CTIT (Twente)
- SURFsara (Amsterdam)
- CTMM (Eindhoven)
- Dutch Techcentre for Life Sciences
- AMC (Amsterdam)
- DANS (The Hague)
- Nikhef (Amsterdam)
- CWI (Amsterdam)
Website:
www.esciencecenter.nl/platform
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BM: Prof. Barend Mons, Leiden University
NB: Dr. Niklas Blomberg: Director of ELIXIR
RS: Dr. René van Schaik: CEO of the Netherlands eScience Center
GS: Dr. George Strawn: Director of the Federal Networking and Information
Technology Research and Development
RK: Dr. Ruben Kok: Director of the Dutch Techcente for Lifesciences

On 13-16 of January 2014 a varied group of stakeholders
from the global life sciences data field met at the Lorentz
Center in Leiden, The Netherlands, to discuss how they
could create an environment that enables effective
sharing and re-use of biological research data. This was
the first NLeSC-Lorentz Center collaboration, and had the
goal to discuss how public and private stakeholders and
international communities can work together to enable
secure and effective data ‘interoperability’.

Could you briefly explain the main topic of the
Data Fairport conference?
BM: The backdrop of the conference is the immensity
and complexity of contemporary biological data, and the
requirement for data to be understandable to both humans
and computers. This poses a daunting challenge where
close collaboration between various stakeholders in the life
sciences is essential.
RS: The amount of data that are being generated now
and the new techniques in biology that are being used are
generating a tsunami of very diverse data. More and more
funders are demanding sound data stewardship plans for
every grant awarded through their funding system, because
they realize that they create a lot of value with these data.
GS: At the highest level what we’re looking to establish is
the interoperability of heterogeneous data sets as we can’t
expect the data collected by thousands of investigators to
be in a similar format.

Why do you think this issue of ‘Big Data’ in the
life sciences has become so prominent of late?
GS: It’s only relatively recently that the disk storage has
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been large and cheap enough; that computers have been
fast enough; and that the networks have had wide enough
bandwidth that we could seriously think about storing
most things. Now that we can do all this, we see that there
are great advantages if we can develop the software to
support the hardware and improve data mining into this
tremendous source of scientific data.
NB: It is also expensive and a long-term commitment, so
you do think twice before you embark on this journey.
Photography: Scott Lusher

Data Fairport:
Enabling Global
Exchange of
Research Data
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BM: Our ability to generate enormous amounts of data
has grown much faster than the capacity to store, link and
analyse them. Only now are we catching up and creating the
data-handling capacity that should have been developed at
the same rate as the capacity to generate this data.

“Our ability to generate enormous
amounts of data has grown much
faster than the capacity to store,
link and analyse them.”

Jointly Designing a Data Fairport event 2013

– Prof. Barend Mons

What do you see as the main challenges
ahead? Is it the technology or are other aspects
just as important?
BM: One of the conclusions that we can take from the
conference is that the technology needed to make this
happen is essentially 99 per cent there. However, to start an
initiative that is also endorsed by major funders,
the social hurdles that must be overcome are equally
important. This includes the challenge to align people –
now that everyone realizes the importance of data, the
danger is that we will get 500 different initiatives to solve
the same problem.
RK: With this conference we have taken an important
step forward as we have quite a representative group here
from many different disciplines and stakeholders. If this
group gets behind this initiative, people will take it as a very
serious attempt.

this on a European, let alone global, scale. Researchers are
simply looking for support in how to do the right thing.
RK: One of the things we concluded at the conference is
that we need a better rewarding mechanism for entering
data into public data systems – this is one of the social
elements that we need to try and address.
BM: One important ‘non-technical’ hurdle is that a new
profession – the data scientist – is emerging as a key
requirement. There is no way that all biologists or any other
researchers can become experts in handling data. The
Economist predicts a shortage of about 190,000 people
globally in 2017-18 that know how to deal with data.
However, trusting your data to an outsider is not easy, and
there is no structure in universities at the moment to train
data specialists and give them permanent positions.

“Interoperability, that’s really the
key. And the other one is longevity
– how do we sustain the data
going forward?”

NB: I think that at an individual level, most biologists take
great care in preserving data both for their own purposes
and to make sure publications are well-founded and
reproducible. What they require is guidance and support
in how to do this with larger datasets and how to follow
the new data stewardship requirements from funding
organizations.

Can you each give your personal vision for the
Data Fairport in the long run?

Making data accessible in itself isn’t hard: you just take
a hard drive and hook it up to the internet. Making data
accessible so that other people can find and use it is
difficult. There are a lot of ongoing community initiatives,
but there are no widely accepted guidelines for how to do

GS: At the highest level, I am hoping that we will develop
the technology and the social willingness to work on
interoperability of heterogeneous datasets so that we
can combine them in novel ways. If we can truly structure
scientific data, we will be able to conduct new science.

– Dr. Niklas Blomberg

NB: Interoperability, that’s really the key. The other one is
longevity – how do we sustain the data going forward? To
achieve this, there needs to be agreement on key standards
– I would like to see how all of these community efforts are
coming together and how we can define a process and a
strategy for interoperability.

“Once we have this system in
place, it opens up the possibility
for all sorts of services, but we
need to start with a common
vision, a common ground and a
common set of rules to work from.”
- Dr. René van Schaik
RS: Once we have all that in place, it opens up the
possibility for all sorts of services, but we need to start with
a common vision, a common ground and a common set of
rules to work from.
BM: With Niklas and George we have representatives
from European and US authorities attending. Also at
the conference is Professor Abel Packer, who is running
Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO) for 16 countries
in South America. Currently, South Africa and China are
also in the process of building up SciELO instances. I
think linking SciELO to the Data Fairport backbone would
create a great opportunity for millions of bright minds in
developing countries to make a career and get into the
scientific mainstream.
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we have to deal with. When we get to the medical domain
and start dealing with patient data, there is the added
complication of privacy as well.
NB: Social sciences and life sciences have a lot of things
in common in the health domain, as they also deal with
highly sensitive personal data, so ethical and privacy
issues are very similar. Maybe it should be added here
that we are talking about life sciences as if they are one
discipline, but they are still quite a heterogeneous group,
and multidisciplinary their own right.

“Science already has a
community of sharing via research
articles, so all we have to do is
extend that concept from just
articles to articles and datasets.”
–Dr. George Strawn

Jointly Designing a Data Fairport event 2013

GS: I would just add optimistically that science already has
a community of sharing via research articles, so all we have
to do is extend that concept from just articles to articles
and datasets. It will be very important for universities and
other funders to expand the concept of faculty rewards to
include rewards for publishing data, just as now faculties
are rewarded for publishing their research articles. This
could also be extended to include software.

What do you hope to have achieved at the end
of this week, coming out of this conference?
BM: We are quite modest in our short- term objectives.
We have another meeting planned in The Netherlands
in September, coinciding with a plenary session of the
so-called Research Data Alliance. The first step is to
form a steering committee to reach consensus about
the minimal requirements and to develop a really solid
plan to be presented at that meeting. In parallel we want
to raise some initial funds and build some prototypic
implementations; so by the end of this year we are ready to
start building this thing globally.
NB: There are many initiatives already ongoing and there is
a need to find a way to bring the community together and
represent the needs of ordinary researchers as well as the
longer-term aims of the funding organizations.
GS: If history is any guide, we’ve seen some community
activities with similar aspirations work in the past. In
the 1980s-90s for example, a group called the Internet
Engineering Task Force arose out of the original
foundations of the internet to make community decisions

on internet standards and protocols. Then, in the 90s and
the 2000s, the World Wide Web consortium arose to do the
same thing for standards and protocols associated with
the Web. Both of these activities are what you would call
non-profit community-orientated activities; but they have
produced key platforms upon which other entrepreneurs
have been able to found very important businesses in
service to science and society.

“Most of the technological
solutions and standards are
around already. We don’t want
to re-invent wheels here”.
– Dr. Ruben Kok
RK: Most of the technological solutions and standards
are floating around already. We don’t want to re-invent
wheels here. So, in the next nine months a major role for our
group will be to visit the major players and invite them to
participate in a comprehensive and coherent approach to
foster data sharing and re-use.

Is this concept unique to life sciences? Do you
think it is a model that could be rolled out for
other disciplines?
RS: You can definitely apply it to other areas of science.
For instance, in astronomy, the datasets are even bigger,
but they are also simpler, and the same is true for nuclear
physics. There is a lot of noise in the data and they throw
a lot away just to get at the interesting parts. Life science
is special because of the enormous variety of data that

GS: I would just add that that not only are these
technologies ultimately applicable to all science and other
scholarly domains, their ultimate value will hopefully be
to promote interdisciplinary research. Overlaps between
chemistry and biology are well known; and between biology
and geology now as climate change is considered – if
we can use electronic technology to help us articulate
between and among these scientific fields, I think we will
create entire new tiers of knowledge.
BM: If you create a contingent of data experts with no
specific disciplinary bias, those will be the living connectors
between areas in a way – by implementing the same
approaches throughout disciplines. So I think in the end
what we are discussing here has implications not just for the
life sciences but for the wider scientific community as well.
Life science, the study of living organisms, is built on a
tradition of cataloguing biological facts. As such, biology
is inherently data-intensive, but the digitalization
of information and increased compute and storage
capacity of computers and the speed of data transport
across networks has created a new age of data-driven
and computational opportunities for the life sciences.
From the molecular level through to the organism and
population as a whole, data capture covers every complex
interaction and builds a picture of mechanisms of disease
and drivers of behavior to a resolution never previously
imagined. This increases data variety and complexity as
much as it drives up data volumes and this presents many
challenges: how can data be successfully integrated,
analyzed, securely shared and managed among scientists
across many different institutions and sectors? These
challenges are social as much as they are technological.
What is ultimately required is a global and sustainable data
sharing environment that makes it easy to publish research
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data, discover data sets and re-use them. Above all, this
requires the global adoption of a series of standards that
make data and software talk to each other: they must be
‘interoperable’.

Key Drivers

Understanding complex biological systems remains a
great challenge for the life sciences. Perhaps the most
immediate challenge is the human body, which has
between 20,000-25,000 genes located on 46 chromosomes,
whose expression is modulated by large amounts of
additional genetic elements that constitute multiple
layers of regulatory control. The emergence of highthroughput ‘omics’ research to examine these components
and correlate them to health and disease has led data
production to increase exponentially. The increased
potential to sequence many genes and the cost and time of
sequencing rapidly decreasing has led to an overwhelming
deluge of data production in medical science. In just
10 years the price of human genome sequencing has
diminished from €4 billion (the cost of the Human
Genome Project) to around €1,000 thanks to advances in
sequencing technologies.
Such complex biological systems and the enormous
volumes of data being generated impact greatly on the
life science community, including biomedical researchers
and clinicians, but also those working for scientific
communication outlets, such as publishers. The PubMed
database, for instance, has received 20 million biomedical
research articles to date – which amounts to one new
submission every 40 seconds. This surge of data could lead
to inaccuracies in research; new and potentially important
data slipping through the net; and expensive research
projects needing replication. Proper use of these data,
however, has the potential to generate an array of exciting
new discoveries. If scientists are to utilize all existing and
incoming life sciences data, a shift from the ‘old (data
poor) paradigm’ to a ‘new (data intensive) paradigm’ will be
required. This will potentially require a total shift in the way
science is performed and scientific success is measured.

Objectives

The Data Fairport initiative focuses on agreeing
conventions that enable data interoperability, stewardship
and compliance against data and metadata standards,
policies and practices. It does not dictate a single platform,
nor a tightly integrated data infrastructure, but focuses
on the specification of lightweight interfaces, standard
protocols and standard formats to define a set of minimal
requirements and combining existing community
standards as much as possible.
Article appeared in International Innovation by Research Media Ltd
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The Netherlands eScience Center
Hosts the First National eScience
Symposium
On 7 November 2013 the Netherlands eScience Center
hosted the first national eScience symposium in the
Netherlands. The symposium showcased some of the
best eScience projects and initiatives from around the
country, and invited eScience experts to share their
research stories and their vision on the future of Big Data
and scientific research.
In pursuing our mission of breaking down the barriers
between traditional disciplines and ICT technologies, our
annual eScience symposium brings together eScience
experts, scientists and researchers from a great variety of
disciplines, ICT and business professionals, and scientific
journalists. With this unique blend we hope to inspire the
scientific community and plant seeds for multi-disciplinary
eScience collaborations between universities, institutions,
and businesses. At the 2013 symposium eScience experts
from fields as widely apart as ecology, water management,
linguistics, forensics, astrophysics, plant research, and
medical research shared their perspective on eScience.
International keynote speaker Professor Peter Coveney
(University College London) kicked-off the event with
a presentation on the importance of eScience for the
future of scientific research. Professor Coveney argued
strongly for a more structured and consistent policy
towards Big Data, e-infrastructure and high performance
computing. The users of high performance computing
and e-infrastructures should be put in ‘the drivers’ seat’:
Hitherto the funding agencies have been funding the
resource providers, who then offer their resources to users.
As Coveney stated: “That usually means that money is
spent on hardware, while there is arguably more need to
train people skilled in working with this e-infrastructure.”

The second keynote speaker was 2013 Spinoza Prize
winner Professor Piek Vossen, who leads the BiographyNet
project in collaboration with the Netherlands eScience
Center. Professor Vossen discussed why the humanities
should embrace the eScience approach. For the
humanities, as Vossen argued, is a true eScience challenge:
it deals with big, deep, complex, noisy and fuzzy data,
and a sparseness of, and poorly modeled, context. But
narrative historians for example are not used to frame
research problems in computational terms, and computer
science researchers are not familiar with the subtleties
of historical analysis. The challenge lies in developing
computational thinking in the humanities. To overcome this
challenge a strong multi-disciplinary collaborative effort of
front runners in both fields is needed to achieve common
understanding. The BiographyNet project is just that,
combining expertise from history, computer science, and
computational linguistics.
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eScience symposium

journalists

experts

Other speakers at the event were eScience engineer Dr. Rob
van Nieuwpoort, who discussed his work in collaboration
with ASTRON (Netherlands Institute for Radio Astronomy)
on managing huge amounts of data;
eScience Integrator Professor Willem Bouten presented
his work in the area of eEcology that won his group the
Academic Year Prize 2013; Professor Nick van de Giesen
showcased his work in the area of water management;
Professor Bert Holtslag of Wageningen University talked
about the “Summer in the City” project in collaboration with
the eScience Center; Erwin van Eijk from the Netherlands
Forensic Institute; Dr. Rob Dirks from the seed improvement
company Rijk Zwaan; and Dr. Morris Swertz of University
Medical Centre Groningen.
Another highlight of the day was the Award Ceremony of
Enlighten Your Research 4 (EYR4). The winners of EYR4
are Mitra Almasian from Amsterdam Medical Center with
the project ‘A Lightpath for Optical Coherence Tomography
Imaging’, Postdoc Stephen Helms from FOM-institute
AMOLF with the project ‘Using Big Data Solutions to
Understand Worm Behavior’, and Professor Piek Vossen
from VU University Amsterdam with his project ‘Recording
History in Large News Streams’. The winners gain access
to data storage, computing facilities, visualization
infrastructure, and a cash prize of EUR 20,000. EYR4 is a
joint award from NLeSC, NWO, and the SURF family.

A unique blend of people to inspire
the scientific community and
plant seeds for multi-disciplinary
eScience collaborations.

Photography: Martijn van Dam

National
eScience
Symposium
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business professionals

Piek Vossen (VU University Amsterdam) delivers his keynote
at the national eScience symposium 2013.

scientists
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EYR Global

eSALSA Team Wins International
Award and Gains Access to Some of
the Largest Supercomputers in the
World

Photography: Dennis van Zuijlekom

An international team led by Prof. Henk Dijkstra (Utrecht
University) and Dr. Frank Seinstra (Netherlands eScience
Center) has been granted the Enlighten Your Research
Global (EYR-G) award at the SC13 conference in Denver,
Colorado, USA. The team was awarded the prize for their
work on High-Resolution Climate Simulations using
advanced high-performance, distributed, and GPU
computing techniques.

Dutch supercomputer Cartesius (SURFsara)

In particular, this work aims to execute large-scale global
climate simulations to investigate how changes in ocean
circulation affect the Earth’s climate. To do this, the team
aims to run the Community Earth System Model (CESM)
across four supercomputers in four different countries to
obtain results at an unprecedented level of detail, including
the full resolution of ocean eddies. This work significantly
extends the research undertaken in the eSALSA project
funded by the Netherlands eScience Center.
The EYR-G award will allow the team to connect four
of the world’s largest supercomputer systems using
advanced 10G lightpath networks; two of the available
supercomputers are ranked in the top 10 of the TOP500 List
(November 2013). Three end-to-end network connections
to the participating supercomputers will be used, with
a combination of 10 Gbps links and lightpaths between
Stampede of Texas Advanced Computing Center (United
States), SuperMUC of the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre
(Germany), Cartesius of SURFsara (The Netherlands), and
Emerald of the Center for Innovation in High Performance
Computing (United Kingdom).
For the EYR-G work, the eSALSA team was joined by
leading international researchers from the domains of
high-performance computing and climate research, with
local team leaders from the UK, Germany, and the USA.

The local team leaders include:
> Prof. Henk Dijkstra, Institute for Marine and
Atmospheric Research, Utrecht University, NL
> Dr. Frank Seinstra, Netherlands eScience Center, NL
> Dr. David Wallom, Oxford eResearch Centre, University
of Oxford, UK
> Prof. Dieter Kranzlmüller, Ludwig-Maximilians
University, Munich, Germany
> Dr. Shantenu Jha, Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
NJ, USA
> Dr. Frank Bryan, National Center for Atmospheric
Research, Boulder, CO, USA
> Prof. Henri Bal, VU University Amsterdam (COMMIT), NL
> Dr. Benjamin Kirtman, University of Miami, FL, USA

Enlighten Your Research Global
Due to its increasingly collaborative nature, large-scale
science is rapidly becoming completely dependent on a
complex ecosystem of global research and education (R&E)
networks. This is because unique, geographically dispersed
scientific instruments and facilities need to be accessed
and used remotely by thousands of researchers worldwide.
Furthermore, these facilities create massive data sets
– which for some experiments can reach terabytes
to hundreds of petabytes – that have to be archived,
catalogued, and analyzed using large scale computing
resources. The ability to reliably manage the roundthe-clock data flows from these supercomputers and
experimental facilities is essential for scientists to conduct
research in today’s research environment.
To ensure that researchers, no matter where they are
located, can meet the time-critical needs of their research
in this new paradigm, five National Research and Education
Networks (NRENS) brought their resources together to
jumpstart a new “Enlighten Your Research Global” initiative
(ESnet, Funet, Internet2, Janet and SURFnet).
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Bird-app for Smartphones Wins
Academic Year Prize 2013

The ‘Vogel Het Uit’ project conceptualized the use of a
smartphone application to study the daily life of birds
in a fast changing world. With this app the team aims
to inspire people to take an active interest in the way in
which individual birds react to their environment. ‘We
see the fascinating lives of birds from a completely new
perspective and we want to share that with people and get
them involved in our research,’ explains team captain Judy
Shamoun-Baranes.
Researchers such as Shamoun and Bouten of the Institute
for Biodiversity and Ecosystem Dynamics (IBED) can
follow the behaviour of individual birds by the minute.

Still, many questions remain unanswered by this dataset.
The project proposed by Shamoun and Bouten describes
how people can follow these bird tracking studies. The
‘Vogel Het Uit’ app will provide additional information about
the surroundings where birds have been, something not
observed by a GPS-tracker. Users of the app can follow the
bird tracking studies, and use the app on their smartphone
to navigate to places the birds have visited and share
their observations (for example photos and videos of
the landscape). By doing so, they contribute to scientific
research and become part of the scientific community.

N

The Academic Year Prize (a €100.000 award), awarded
annually to the best communication plan for translating
scientific research to the general public, has been won
by the ‘Vogel Het Uit’ project. The prize enables the team
to carry out their proposed project. The ‘Vogel Het Uit’
project, led by eScience integrator and project leader
Professor Willem Bouten (University of Amsterdam), is a
collaborative effort involving several parties and includes
Netherlands eScience Center engineer Stefan Verhoeven.

Traditionally, ecologists are not trained in coping with the
massive amounts of data that result from data sharing,
sensor networks, and the incorporation of environmental
data into ecological research. Generally, the methodologies
ecologists use for management, visualization, exploration,
and analysis of data are often not suited to cope with large
data sets. The Netherlands eScience Center’s collaborative
eEcology project with the Bouten group bridges this gap
between the worlds of ecology and technology. Using
GPS-trackers, attached like little backpacks on the birds,
GPS coordinates and 3D accelerometer values of the birds
over time can be recorded. In the so-called Virtual Lab, this
data can then be combined with landscape, weather, and
tidal data to gain new insights into the influence of the
environment on bird behavior.

522m

Vogel Het Uit Team

Photography: Martijn Mulder

Vogel
Het Uit
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Highlights of the Netherlands eScience Center

2013
04 February 2013

28 January 2013

JAN

MAR

FEB
07 January 2013

Five new projects are
added to the NLeSC
project portfolio.
Each project will be funded to
approximately 500K euro, including
the collaboration of an NLeSC
eScience engineer.

The document should contribute to a
climate in which researchers, funders and
administrators recognize that “taking care
of data” is a task for all.

APR

MAY

30 March 2013

NWO Physical Sciences
and the Netherlands
eScience Center initiate
‘Data Science: ICT Industrial
Partnership Programme
(ICT IPP)’.

23 January 2013

The Netherlands eScience
Center publishes the
data-stewardship policy
document at the request
of the NWO leadership.

ICT IPP is meant for national or international collaboration between a single
company and at least two research
institutions.

Prince Willem-Alexander
of the Netherlands visits
the Netherlands eScience
Center, SURFsara and
attends a demo in the
Collaboratorium.

A grant competition designed to spur
computationally intensive research in the
humanities and social sciences.

AUG

OCT

10 July 2013

The Netherlands eScience
Center, Microsoft, and Ciber
host a summit on ‘Big Thinking
on Big Data’.
The meeting, including participants from Schiphol
Group, ProRail, FloraHolland, Telegraaf Media, the
Ministry of Defence, and Elsevier brought together
commercial organizations dealing with Big Data
issues with NLeSC’s digital scientists and external
professors from the NLeSC network.

Ten international
research funders are
jointly announcing their
participation in round
three of the ‘Digging into
Data Challenge’.

JUL

JUN
5 June 2013

(Then)

“Computers in Chemistry”
symposium at KNAW’s
headquarters.
100 Researchers from the field of
computational chemistry gathered at The
Trippenhuis in Amsterdam.

07 November 2013

The Netherlands eScience
Center’s eSALSA team, joined
by leading inter-national
researchers, wins the Enlighten
Your Research Global award.
The team was awarded the prize for their work
on High-Resolution Climate Simulations using
advanced high-performance, distributed,
and GPU computing techniques.

NOV

24 October 2013
Bird-app ‘Vogel Het Uit’
is awarded the Academic
Year Prize 2013 (€100.000).
NLeSC contributes as part of its
collaborative project “Virtual Laboratories
for Inspiration and Discovery in Ecology”.
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The first national eScience
symposium, hosted by the
Netherlands eScience Center,
takes place in Amsterdam.
The event is attended by more than 220 guests
from around the country and across Europe and
showcased some of the best eScience projects
and initiatives from around The Netherlands.

19 November 2013
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Organization of
the Netherlands
eScience Center
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Netherlands eScience Center’s board
oversees the operation and direction of the
center and consists of members of the two
founding organizations: SURF and NWO.
Ing. A. H. (Amandus) Lundqvist (Chair).
Chair of SURF Foundation.
Prof. J.J (Jos) Engelen - Chairman of the
Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).
Drs. J.H. (Hans) de Groene - Director General
of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (NWO).
Dr. W.B.G (Wim) Liebrand - Director SURF.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
The Netherlands eScience Center’s
management team is responsible for its
operation, scientific direction and delivery,
technology portfolio as well as business
development, communication and community
building.
MANAGEMENT TEAM
Prof. Jacob de Vlieg. Scientific Director and
Chief Executive Officer, until 1st October 2013
Dr. René van Schaik. Chief Technology Officer,
until 1st October 2013 & Chief Executive
Officer a.i. from 1st October 2013
Dr. Scott J. Lusher. Director Applied eScience
& Head of Communication
Dr. Patrick J.C. Aerts. Director Strategic
Alliances
Dr. Frank J. Seinstra. Director eScience
Program
Dr. Susan E. Branchett. Director Business
Development & Operations
Dr. Rob V. van Nieuwpoort. Director
eScience Technology
NWO ADVISORS
Rosemarie van der Veen. Project Calls,
until 31st December 2013
Joep van Wijk. Project Calls, from 1st
January 2014
Drs. Leontien Hulleman. Human Resources
ESCIENCE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Netherlands eScience Center has
an independent scientific advisory board
that play a crucial role in reviewing project
proposals and helping define the scientific
strategy of the center.
Prof. Arjen Doelman (Chair). Leiden University

Prof. Sally Wyatt. Maastricht University
Prof. Bert de Brock. University of Groningen
Dr. Pirjo-Leena Forsström. CSC — IT Center
for Science, Finland, until 1st September 2013
Prof. Robert Glen. University of Cambridge
Dr. Arie Kaizer. Manager eScience Group at
Philips Research
ESCIENCE INTEGRATORS
Each of the eScience integrators are leading
researchers from a variety of disciplines with
a broad experience and understanding of the
possibilities of eScience, especially within
their domains. The integrators play a key
role, for example by opening up access to
and combining data and creating new types
of collaboration between different disciplines.
The Netherlands eScience Center has prioritized a number of disciplines, each of which is
represented by an eScience integrator.
Astronomy: Dr. Marco de Vos. Managing
Director ASTRON
Climate Research: Prof. Henk Dijkstra.
Professor of Dynamical Oceanography at
Utrecht University
Cognition: Prof. Paul Tiesinga. Professor of
Neuroinformatics at Radboud University
Nijmegen
Chemistry: Dr. Scott J. Lusher. Director
Applied eScience at Netherlands eScience
Center & Radboud University Nijmegen
Ecology: Prof. Willem Bouten. Professor of
Computational Geo-Ecology at University of
Amsterdam
Humanities: Prof. Antal van den Bosch.
Professor of Example-Based Models of
Language at Radboud University Nijmegen
eScience Technology: Prof. Henri Bal.
Professor of Computer Science at VU
University Amsterdam
Foods Research: Prof. Jan Top. Professor of
Food Informatics at VU University Amsterdam
& Wageningen University
Life Sciences: Prof. Barend Mons. Professor of
Biosemantics at Leiden University
Water Management: Prof. Nick van de Giesen.
Professor of Water Resources Management at
Delft University of Technology
Green Genetics: Dr. Bernard de Geus. Director
TTI Green Genetics
Subatomic Physics: Dr. Jeff Templon. Grid
Computing Program Leader at Nikhef
Clinical Informatics: Prof. Ronald Stolk.
Professor of Clinical Epidemiology and CSO
LifeLines Biobank
ESCIENCE ENGINEERS
The eScience engineers are highly skilled
digital scientists who are able to work at
the interface between their own scientific
disciplines and advanced ICT. They are
collaborating within multidisciplinary
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research teams to implement and develop
eScience technologies and concepts.
Furthermore, they ensure that researchers
can make easy and effective use of
applications within an integrated eScience
infrastructure.
The day to day work of each eScience engineer
is supported by an experienced coordinator.
There are also a small number of eScience
engineers funded by the Netherlands
eScience Center, but employed directly by
the universities.
ESCIENCE ENGINEER COORDINATORS
Dr. Milena Ivanova
Dr. Jason Maassen
Dr. Elena Ranguelova
Dr. Rob Hooft (Jointly employed with Dutch
Techcenter for Life Sciences (DTL))
ESCIENCE ENGINEERS
Ing. Stefan Verhoeven
Maarten van Meersbergen, MSc
Drs. Ing. Piter T. de Boer
Dr. Niels Drost
Drs. Jurriaan H. Spaaks
Ing. Ruud Ross
Mateusz Kuzak, MSc
Dr. Parisa Noorishad
Oscar Martinez Rubi, MSc
Drs. Lars Buitinck
Dr. Elenna Dugundji
Rita Azevedo, MSc
Dr. Jisk Attema
Christiaan Meijer, MSc
Dr. Erik Tjong Kim Sang, until 1st March 2013
Dr. Han Rauwerda, until 1st June 2013
Dr. Marijn Sanders, until 1st July 2013
Drs. Arie Baak
Dr. Wim de Leeuw
EXTERNAL ESCIENCE ENGINEERS
Ben van Werkhoven, MSc
Dr. ir. Rolf Hut
Alessio Sclocco, MSc
ir. Marcel Koek, MSc
Dr. ir. Edwin Sutanudjadja
Antske Fokkens, MSc
Ensuring the smooth running of the center
and its communication and community
activities are the operations and office team.
Sacha van Breugel. Senior Secretary &
Communication Assistant
Drs. Marieke van der Meer. Senior Secretary
Lode Kulik, MSc. External Communication
Advisor
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Full Projects
Initiated 2012

Full Projects
Initiated 2013

PROJECT LEADERS
The Netherlands eScience Center is a
networking institute working in close
collaboration with universities and research
institutes via multidisciplinary
research projects.

Summer in the City: Forecasting and Mapping
Human Thermal Comfort in Urban Areas
Prof. Bert Holtslag. Wageningen University

Chemical Informatics for Metabolite
Identification and Biochemical Network
Reconstruction
Dr. Lars Ridder. Wageningen University
Creation of Food Specific Ontologies for Food
Focused Text Mining
Dr. Wynand Alkema. Radboud University
Nijmegen & NIZO Food Research
BiographyNet: Extracting Relations between
People and Events
Prof. Guus Schreiber. VU University
Amsterdam
Sustainable Infrastructure for Translational
Medical Research (TraIT)
Dr. Jan-Willem Boiten. Center for
Translational Molecular Medicine (CTMM),
Eindhoven
eSTeP (eScience Technology Platform)
Dr. Rob van Nieuwpoort. Netherlands
eScience Center
Beyond the Data-Explosion – eScience
Infrastructure for Huge Interferometric
Datasets
Dr. Marco de Vos. ASTRON
Project: eSALSA – Predicting Local Sea Level
Changes
Prof. Henk Dijkstra. Utrecht University
Biomarker Boosting through eScience
Infrastructure
Prof. Paul Tiesinga. Radboud University
Nijmegen

SIM-CITY: Decision Support For Urban Social
Economic Complexity
Prof. Peter Sloot. University of Amsterdam
SPuDisc: Searching Public Discourse
Prof. Maarten de Rijke. University of
Amsterdam
Visualization of Big Data
Prof. Edwin Valentijn. University of Groningen
Massive Point Clouds for eSciences
Prof. Peter van Oosterom. Delft University of
Technology

Path Finding
Projects 2012
& 2013
TwiNL: Analysis of Social Media Messages
Prof. Antal van den Bosch. Radboud
University Nijmegen
eSiBayes: eScience Infrastructure for
Bayesian Inverse Modeling
Prof. Willem Bouten. University of Amsterdam
AMUSE: The Evolution of Embedded Star
Clusters
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart. Leiden
University
ODEX4all
Prof. Barend Mons. Leiden University
Extreme Climate Change
Prof. Henk Dijkstra. Utrecht University

eEcology
Prof. Willem Bouten. University of Amsterdam

TexCavator
Prof. Joris van Eijnatten. Utrecht University

Generic eScience Technologies
Prof. Henri Bal. VU University Amsterdam

Via Appia
Maurice de Kleijn, MA. VU University
Amsterdam

eWaterCycle
Prof. Nick van de Giesen. Delft University of
Technology
The Virtual Laboratory for Plant Breeding
Dr. Bernard de Geus. TTI Green Genetics
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Strategic
Technology
Partnerships
Big Data Analytics in the Geo-Spatial Domain
Prof. Martin Kersten. CWI
ABC-MUSE
Prof. Simon Portegies Zwart. Leiden
University
A Jungle Computing Approach to Large-Scale
Online Forensic Analysis
Prof. Henri Bal. VU University Amsterdam
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Publications
S.J. Lusher, P. Conti, W. Dokter, P.H. Hermkens,
J. de Vlieg, Drug design approaches to
manipulate the agonist-antagonist
equilibrium in steroid receptors, in: Steroid
Hormones, 2011: pp. 221–234.
J.J.J. van der Hooft, R.C.H. de Vos, V. Mihaleva,
R.J. Bino, L. Ridder, N. de Roo, et al., Structural
elucidation and quantification of phenolic
conjugates present in human urine after
tea intake., Analytical Chemistry. 84 (2012)
7263–71.
R. Lonsdale, S. Hoyle, D.T. Grey, L. Ridder, A.J.
Mulholland, Determinants of reactivity and
selectivity in soluble epoxide hydrolase from
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
modeling., Biochemistry. 51 (2012) 1774–86.
P. Elfferich, M.E. van Royen, D.J. van de
Wijngaart, J. Trapman, S.L.S. Drop, S.J.
Lusher, E.L.T. van den Akker, et al., Variable
Loss of Functional Activities of Androgen
Receptor Mutants in Patients with Androgen
Insensitivity Syndrome, Sexual Development.
7 (2013) 223–234.
W.W.M. Fleuren, E.J.M. Toonen, S. Verhoeven,
R. Frijters, T. Hulsen, T. Rullmann, et al.,
Identification of new biomarker candidates
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